## HONORS ANALYTICAL READING & WRITING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Art &amp; Literature in the Age of Neoliberalism (English 0902.01)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Literature of Growing Up (English 0902.02)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual Rhetoric (English 0902.03)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love and Death in Literature (English 0902.04)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wellness: What’s All the Buzz? (English 0902.05)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wonder Women: The Mightiest American Heroines (English 0902.09)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place &amp; Displacement (English 0902.11)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Gothic (English 0902.13)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apocalypse Now (and Then) (English 0902.15)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## UPPER LEVEL HONORS COURSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arts &amp; Media</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seminar in Community Arts (Art Education 3911.01)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counterfeiting, Looting &amp; the Ethics of Collecting Ancient Art (Art History 2904.01)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Imaging: Seeing Photographically (Graphic Arts &amp; Design or Photography 2901.01)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media, Memory, and Social Change (Journalism 3900.01)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True Stories: The Convergence of Literature and Journalism (Journalism 3908.01)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Sound of Philadelphia: Music from the Lenape to the Roots (Music Studies 3900.01)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Society &amp; Ethics (Business Administration 3902.01)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management, Theory, &amp; Practice: From Locker Room to Board Room (Human Resource Management 3903.01)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humanities &amp; Social Sciences</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drugs, Crime, &amp; Criminal Justice (Criminal Justice 3904.01)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socio-Cultural Foundations of Education in the United States (Education 2903.01)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honors Special Topics: You Are Here: Traveling, Walking, Collecting, Mapping, Writing (English 2900.02)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honors Special Topics: Americans on the Road: Fiction &amp; Film (English 2900.701)</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honors Special Topics: Film Revolution (English 3900.01)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honors Special Topics: Becoming a Transformational Leader (Education 2900.01)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honors Special Topics: Glitter and Gloom (History 2900.01)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nazi Germany (History 2902.01)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Ethics (Philosophy 2957.01)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Ethics of Diversity (Philosophy 3910.01)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethics in Medicine (Philosophy 3949.01)</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jr &amp; Sr Capstone Seminar: State, Markets, &amp; International Economy: Globalization (Political Science 3996 &amp; 4996)</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foundations of Developmental Psychology (Psychology 2931.01)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RISE OF THE SUPER BRAIN (PSYCHOLOGY 3920.01).........................15

LANGUAGE STUDIES
CONVERSATIONAL REVIEW (SPANISH 2901.02).................................15
CONVERSATIONAL REVIEW (SPANISH 2901.03).................................16
HISPANIC READINGS (SPANISH 2902.03)........................................16

STEM
INTRO TO BIOLOGY II (BIOLOGY 2912).........................................17
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY I (CHEMISTRY 2921)..................................17
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LAB I (CHEMISTRY 2923)..............................17
TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION BY DESIGN (ENGINEERING 2996.01).............................................................18
CALCULUS III (MATHEMATICS 2943)............................................18

LOWER LEVEL HONORS COURSES......................................................18

ARTS & MEDIA
ARTS OF THE WORLD I: PREHISTORIC TO 1300 (ART HISTORY 1955.01).................................................................19

LANGUAGE STUDIES
SPANISH BASIC I (SPANISH 1901.01) ¡BUENA SUERTE!..............19
SPANISH INTERMEDIATE (SPANISH 1903.02) ¡PUES, ENTonces, VEN A VER A ROZ!.......................................................19
AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE I (COMMUNICATION STUDIES 1901.01)...............................................................19

SOCIAL SCIENCES
INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGY (PSYCHOLOGY 1901.01).......................19
INTRO TO SOCIOLOGY (SOCIOLOGY 1976.01)...............................20
LEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF BUSINESS (LEGAL STUDIES 1901.01).................................................................20
MACROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES (ECONOMICS 1901.01)..............21
MACROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES (ECONOMICS 1901.02)..............21
MACROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES (ECONOMICS 1901.03)..............21
MICROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES (ECONOMICS 1902.01)..............21
MICROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES (ECONOMICS 1902.02)..............21

STEM
INTRO TO BIOLOGY I (BIOLOGY 1911).........................................21
GENERAL CHEMISTRY I (CHEMISTRY 1951)................................21
GENERAL CHEMISTRY LAB I (CHEMISTRY 1953)...........................22
INTRODUCTION TO ENGINEERING (ENGINEERING 1901.01 OR 1901.02).......................................................22
FUNDAMENTALS OF NEUROSCIENCE (NEUROSCIENCE 1951.01).................................................................22
CALCULUS I (MATHEMATICS 1941)..............................................23
CALCULUS II (MATHEMATICS 1942).............................................23
ELEMENTARY CLASSICAL PHYSICS I (PHYSICS 1961)..................23

HONORS GEN EDS...........................................................................24

ARTS GEN EDS
WORLD MUSICS & CULTURES (MUSIC STUDIES 0909.01)........24
SHAKESPEARE IN THE MOVIES (ENGLISH 0922.01).....................24
THE ART OF BECOMING (ENGLISH 0926.01)..................................25
MEANING OF THE ARTS (PHILOSOPHY 0947.01) ................................................................. 25
THE ART OF ACTING (THEATER 0925.02) ................................................................. 25
THE ART OF ACTING (THEATER 0925.03) ................................................................. 26
THE CREATIVE SPIRIT (THEATER 0907.01) ................................................................. 26
HUMAN BEHAVIOR GEN EDS 26
LANGUAGE IN SOCIETY (ANTHROPOLOGY 0915.01) .................................................. 26
LANGUAGE IN SOCIETY (EDUCATION 0915.02) ......................................................... 27
GUERILLA ALTRUISM: A MINI-MANUAL OF SUBVERSIVE ACTIVISM (ARCHITECTURE 0935.01) ................................................................. 27
CRIMINAL BEHAVIOR (CRIMINAL JUSTICE 0912.01) .............................................. 27
TWEENS AND TEENS (EDUCATION 0919.02) ............................................................. 28
ANCIENT WAR GAMES: SPORT AND SPECTACLE IN GREECE AND ROME (GREEK AND ROMAN CLASSICS 0929.01)................................. 28
WORKINGS OF THE MIND (PSYCHOLOGY 0916.01) ............................................... 28
EATING CULTURES (SPANISH 0937.01) ................................................................. 29
RACE & DIVERSITY GEN EDS 29
RACE, IDENTITY, & EXPERIENCE IN AMERICAN ART (TYLER SCHOOL OF ART 0905.01) ................................................................. 29
RACE, IDENTITY, & EXPERIENCE IN AMERICAN ART (TYLER SCHOOL OF ART 0905.02) ................................................................. 29
THE HISTORY & SIGNIFICANCE OF RACE IN AMERICA (SOCIOLOGY 0929.01) .................. 30
IMMIGRATION & THE AMERICAN DREAM (SPANISH 0931.01) ........................................ 30
REPRESENTING RACE (ANTHROPOLOGY 0934.01) .................................................. 30
REPRESENTING RACE (ENGLISH 0934.01) ................................................................. 31
REPRESENTING RACE (ENGLISH 0934.02) ................................................................. 31
RACE & ETHNICITY AMERICAN CINEMA (FILM & MEDIA ARTS 0943.01) ...................... 31
GLOBAL /WORLD SOCIETY GEN EDS 32
WORLD SOCIETY IN LITERATURE & FILM (SPANISH 0968.01) ........................................ 32
IMAGINARY CITIES (FILM & MEDIA ARTS 0969.03) .................................................. 32
SCIENCE & TECH GEN EDS 33
BIONIC HUMAN (BIOENGINEERING 0944.01) ............................................................. 33
THE ENVIRONMENT (ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING TECH 0945.02) ...................... 33
DATA SCIENCE: A RESCUE STRATEGY FOR SURVIVING DATA (MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS 0955.01) .................. 33
U.S. SOCIETY GEN EDS 34
DISSENT IN AMERICA (HISTORY 0949.02) ................................................................. 34
LAW & AMERICAN SOCIETY (LEGAL STUDIES 0956.01) ........................................... 34
WHY CARE ABOUT COLLEGE? (EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION 0955.01) .............. 34
QUANTITATIVE LITERACY GEN EDS 35
QUANTITATIVE METHODS IN SOCIAL SCIENCES (SOCIOLOGY 0925.01) ...................... 35
DIGITAL MAPPING: FROM MERCATOR TO MASHUPS (GEOGRAPHY AND URBAN STUDIES 0921.01) .................................................. 35
HONORS MOSAIC I & MOSAIC II ............................................................................. 36
HONORS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE I: THE GOOD LIFE 36
HONORS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE II: THE COMMON GOOD 38
There are many other Honors courses, but we are not including the ones that are only for very specific majors.

HONORS ANALYTICAL READING & WRITING

ART & LITERATURE IN THE AGE OF NEOLIBERALISM (English 0902.01)
Days/Times: Monday & Wednesday, 10am to 11:40am
Professor: Ryan Eckes
CRN: 29846

About: Neoliberalism sees competition as the defining characteristic of human relations," writes journalist George Monbiot. "It redefines citizens as consumers, whose democratic choices are best exercised by buying and selling, a process that rewards merit and punishes inefficiency. It maintains that ‘the market’ delivers benefits that could never be achieved by planning." In this course, we will consider the ways that neoliberalism has influenced contemporary literature and art as well as our expectations about higher education. We’ll discuss questions raised for us by poets and writers such as Alice Notley, James Baldwin, John Berger, Audre Lorde, Sarah Schulman, Eileen Myles, Anne Boyer, Fred Moten, Andrea Lawlor, and Ursula K. Le Guin; and we’ll look at art and performance by Ai Weiwei, Pussy Riot and others. Each student will play an active role in the class, leading discussions and writing essays—and perhaps writing in other forms—that are driven by intellectual curiosity and exploration.

About the Professor: I’m a poet and adjunct professor who helped unionize Temple University’s adjuncts. Born and raised in Philadelphia, I’ve written three books about the city: General Motors, Valu-Plus and Old News. The El is my favorite train. Coffee is my favorite drink. Fall is my favorite season.

THE LITERATURE OF GROWING UP (English 0902.02)
Days/Times: Monday & Wednesday, 12pm to 1:40pm
Professor: Stan Mcdonald
CRN: 3568

About: College is a life-changing experience for many students. We often move away from home, we take on more financial responsibility, we question what we believe, we define our sexuality, and we forge new friendships. But college is not the only period of our lives that brings about great changes. Change can come from a new job, a marriage, the birth of a child, or the death of a loved one. The bildungsroman, or the coming-of-age novel, narrates and reflects on periods like these. In this course, we will read a selection of short stories and novels, a graphic novel, and watch at least one film that fits within the bildungsroman genre. Some of the material may include Ghost World, Norwegian Wood, Zami, Never Let Me Go, and Moonlight.

About the Professor: I’ve been teaching at Temple since 2006. Some of the courses I have taught include The Detective Novel, The New York School of Poets and Artists, Modern and Contemporary Poetry, as well as composition courses within the First-Year Writing Program. In addition to my teaching, I am an art critic, publishing under the name Stan Mir.

VISUAL RHETORIC (English 0902.03)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 3:30pm to 5:10pm
Professor: Ryan Omizo
CRN: 42690
About: Figure 1. Temple University Big “T” logo. The Temple Big “T” logo (Temple University, 2018) shown in Figure 1 has become a symbol of Temple University’s community and its role as a world-wide leader in education. According to Samantha Krotzer (April 1, 2018): The Temple “T” represents strength and positive character. Its open ends are symbolic of the free exchange of ideas that is the hallmark of a Temple education. Now, it’s universally recognized as the iconic symbol of Temple University. The design of the Temple “T” logo by students of the Tyler School of Art (Krotzer, April 1, 2018) was intended to both celebrate and make a case for Temple University’s commitment to openness and innovation. As such, the Temple “T” logo is a powerful example of visual rhetoric—the use of visual communication to persuade audiences and manage public impressions.

Throughout this course, you will read, write, and analyze other visual examples and visual genres to explain how visuals function as arguments. You will read, analyze, and write about visual texts such as Shepard Fairey’s “Hope” poster and the cultures in which these visuals operate in order to understand the rhetorical deployments of visuals, audience reception of visuals, how to make visual accessible, and, above all, how to examine the rhetoric of visual communication through academic research and writing.

About the Professor: Ryan Omizo is an Assistant Professor of English, specializing in rhetoric, composition, professional writing, web development, and the digital humanities.

LOVE AND DEATH IN LITERATURE (English 0902.04)
Days/Times: Monday & Wednesday, 2pm to 3:40pm
Professor: Lisa Grunberger
CRN: 3570

About: We will focus our attention on the varieties of love – romantic love, love between friends, gay love, familial love, love of nation, love of self. We will also consider how love and death are often inextricably linked in the writerly imagination. We will read modern writers including Margaret Atwood, Philip Roth and Alice Munro whose stories ask us to think deeply about the relation between love and death, the individual and the state, the imagination and politics. We will explore how these stories oppose what Nietzsche called “the tyranny of the actual.”

About the Professor: I am a yoga teacher, poet, and playwright. When I am not reading or writing or thinking about reading or writing I am playing at the playground with my daughter, or cooking.

WELLNESS: WHAT’S ALL THE BUZZ? (English 0902.05)
Days/Times: Monday & Wednesday, 3pm to 4:40pm
Professor: Maria Gandolfo
CRN: 29847

About: Wellness is a 2019 buzzword: a simple google search turns up more than 1 billion results for the term. Though the OED dates wellness to the seventeenth century, in its modern form, the concept began to take shape in the 1950s. Since that time, the simple term health has frequently been replaced with this new terminology, and with this substitution comes an abundance of ideas about what wellness is. Sounds okay, right? But the implications of the rhetoric of wellness have only been lightly investigated. Until now. This course will focus on the narratives of wellness: Who is included in these narratives – and who is excluded. Our attempts to define and interrogate the world of wellness will take us through a labyrinth of dictums on definitions, supplements, and practices that create the vast frontier of rhetorical wellness in several different cultures. (The course will focus on U.S. concepts of wellness, but your research may take you to other cultures and, perhaps, other moments in history.) Our texts will include scholarly articles, excepts from popular bestsellers, podcasts, blogs, and advertisements for supplements.

About the Professor: Maria Gandolfo teaches in the First Year Writing Program at Temple. She is married with four children and multiple pets, including two dogs she is trying to convince not to sleep on the kitchen table. When she is not teaching, she is a distance runner, pursuing distances from 5k to marathon and most distances in between. She is currently training for her first triathlon. She also practices yoga and believes that deep breathing is an integral part of maintaining balance and equanimity in life.

WONDER WOMEN: THE MIGHTIEST AMERICAN HEROINES (English 0902.09)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 9:50am to 11:30am
Professor: Sandra Wilson Smith
CRN: 29849
About: When you hear the word hero, what springs to mind? What about the word heroine? Do recent series like The Hunger Games, the Divergent trilogy, and Game of Thrones suggest that the gendered roles of hero/heroine are being reimagined? Heroes often employ their physical strength to commit acts of violence. Does our society tolerate physical power and muscularity in female figures? What about violence? Is the powerful (read: violent) female character recent? Or if we look at the record, is there a long history of gender-role subversion in fiction and film?

In this course, we’ll consider and write about how social conceptions of gender influence the depiction of strong women characters. We’ll analyze a wide variety of texts ranging from captivity narratives to Game of Thrones.

About the Professor: Sandra Wilson Smith recently published a book on the female hero in American adventure narratives. She lives near the Italian Market in Philadelphia. Every summer she hangs out in Canada, where she occasionally spots a beaver or, more often, a great blue heron.

PLACE & DISPLACEMENT (English 0902.11)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 1:30pm to 3:10pm
Professor: Kevin Varrone
CRN: 3576

About: We’re all from somewhere, and it seems that where we are from exerts a strong influence on us, helping construct and complicate our identities and locate us in the world. In this course we’ll begin by asking, “Does place matter?” and we’ll read texts in multiple genres (essays, poetry, fiction) that address this question in a variety of ways. The places will vary widely—from cities to suburbs to rural areas, from cold weather zones to tropical paradises—but the common thread will be how the idea of place works on people and in literature.

About the Professor: I live in an old house just outside Philadelphia. When not chasing three young children around or fixing the house, I write poems, often about place. I’ve also written a book-length poem about baseball and Philadelphia that was published as a free iPhone/iPad app (http://www.boxscoreapp.com/). Lastly, I organize PHILALALIA, a small press/handmade poetry and book arts festival that takes place each September in Tyler School of Art.

AMERICAN GOTHIC (English 0902.13)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 3:30pm to 5:10pm
Professor: Chris Palumbo-De Simone
CRN: 31599

About: Words have no power to impress the mind without the exquisite horror of their reality.” —Edgar Allan Poe. In this course, we will examine American texts that evoke an “exquisite horror” during the act of reading. How can a work be both pleasurable and frightful?

About the professor: Professor Palumbo-DeSimone teaches in the English Department and First-Year Writing Program. Her research interests are Women’s Studies and American short stories. Her owner is a large Bombay cat named Nico.

APOCALYPSE NOW (AND THEN) (English 0902.15)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 11:40am to 1:20pm
Professor: Bob Duggan
CRN: 31601

About: Say “apocalypse” and people think of the end of the world, but the ancient Greeks knew it as meaning a “revelation” or “uncovering.” We’ll explore paired works in which characters are revealed in the works and further revealed in comparison to one another. Meanwhile, we’ll analyze how we the readers undergo a process of uncovering through critical thinking about the works and related secondary materials. In Superheroes, Free Will, and Fate, the Greek superman Oedipus Rex squares off against Alan Moore’s
graphic novel superhumans in Watchmen. Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness faces Francis Ford Coppola’s cinematic treatment Apocalypse Now in the multimedia match Sex, Lies, and Videotape (actually, DVD). Finally, in A Citizen of the World, Claudia Rankine’s 2014 masterpiece Citizen stands beside Shakespeare’s 1603 masterpiece Othello in an exploration of the endlessly relevant issues of race, identity, and belonging. Students will be asked to write two short papers and three longer papers to be graded in a portfolio format while going through the full writing process from drafting to peer review to revisions. All connections and comparisons (however seemingly irrelevant or irreverent) will be entertained and explored in an open-minded environment.

About the Instructor: Prof. Duggan has taught literature and writing at Temple and other Philadelphia-area colleges for 9 years after working for 20 years in publishing. A life-long Philadelphian, he’s auditioned twice for Jeopardy!, but is still patiently waiting for Mr. Trebek’s call (category kryptonite: geography; disturbingly strong category: superhero aliases). Current obsessions/research interests include the intersection of 19th-century American and British literature and visual art, representations of gender and race in Silent Films (I’ve seen hundreds), the sociological implications of superheroes and their films (Wonder Woman!), and how international soccer of all stripes from Bundesliga to Serie A to the World Cup explains the human race.

UPPER LEVEL HONORS COURSES

ARTS & MEDIA

SEMINAR IN COMMUNITY ARTS (ArtEducation 3911.01)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 11am to 12:20pm
Professor: Billy Yalowitz
CRN: 41631

About: Community Arts brings artists together with people of a community of location, spirit, or tradition, to create art that is based in the life of that community. The course will engage students in issues including: * Collaborative Art Making as a means of Community Organizing * Arts as social justice intervention * Arts as a vehicle for building relationships across lines of race, class, religion

About the Professor: Billy Yalowitz is a playwright, director, and arts-based community organizer with 25 years of experience working in Philadelphia neighborhoods. Collaborating with communities throughout the city, he has co-created performances, installations, films, and public forums in mosques, community centers, synagogues, street corners, churches, main stages and living rooms. His own plays have been performed off-Broadway and in Philadelphia regional theaters. The oddest honor he has been accorded was when Philadelphia City Paper awarded him “Most Unclassifiable Artist”.

COUNTERFEITING, LOOTING & THE ETHICS OF COLLECTING ANCIENT ART (ArtHistory 2904.01)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 3:30pm to 4:50pm
Professor: Jane Evans
CRN: 41279

You can listen to a podcast about this course HERE.

About: Did you know that the Getty Museum paid over 9 million dollars for a statue that many now consider a fake? That some curators believe that 40% of the art on the market today is fake or so restored that we can consider the pieces fake? We will begin looking at some prominent fakes that took in scholars, decide when something becomes a fake, and discuss problematic pieces that are still on display (and you will never be steered to the “right” answer, as I may not have made up my mind, either). Fakes are made because there is so much money in the art market, and we will see how this market developed. In doing so we will see how Napoleon’s policies ultimately lead to the looting on a massive scale in Nazi Germany; discuss the modern development of international law on looting and the protection of antiquities; the United States’ responsibility in Iraq during Desert Storm; archaeologist’s concerns about the black market in antiquities; archaeology in disputed territories; and cultural genocide practiced by such groups as ISIL. Finally, we will look at various means of how governments try to protect their antiquities; what is the role of museums in protecting antiquities; what dealers and auction houses do; and how an ethical collector can pursue his/her hobby responsibly.
About the Professor: Jane DeRose Evans is an archaeologist who works in any area that was conquered by the Romans: she has conducted field work in Greece, England, Israel, Jordan, and especially France and Turkey. Currently, she studies the coins from the excavations of Bir Madkhour (Jordan), Gordion and Sardis (both in Turkey). She is the author of books on the excavation coins of Sardis, and Caesarea Maritima (Israel) and political propaganda (The Art of Persuasion). Evans’s approach to teaching is to help the students to think critically – to read, to understand arguments, and to use data to form their own critical apparatus and their own ethical framework about difficult problems in the use (and abuse) of ancient art. She is especially interested in the problem of cultural heritage, looting of ancient sites, and the interaction of the ruler and ruled through art, and is active on the Cultural Heritage Committees for both the Archaeological Institute of America and ASOR.

DIGITAL IMAGING: SEEING PHOTOGRAPHICALLY (Graphic Arts & Design or Photography 2901.01)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 12:30pm to 3:00pm
Professor: Rebecca Michaels
CRN: 41138

About: We live in an intellectually challenging and wondrous time in the history of photography. The primary objective of this course is to engage you in the act of seeing and questioning the photographic image in our camera-mediated society. This studio class is devised to help you gain practical techniques for improving creative thinking and visual problem solving through hands-on experimentation with digital technologies. You will be instructed on the use of a variety of input and output devices (cameras, scanners, printers) and software applications. Emphasis is placed on creative image making and the creation of content in an image. You will produce a series of prints that demonstrate your own unique visual thinking and skill development.

About the Professor: As an Associate Professor at Tyler School of Art in the Photography Program I am privileged to work with students who are passionate about using the lens as a different way to experience, mediate, and represent the world. I love to teach, I love to learn, I aim to have an “ah-ha!” moment in every class. I am deeply passionate about visual arts education and the role of critical thinking in helping us all embrace learning as a life-long habit. In my spare time I have been attempting to teach myself how to juggle . . . a practice I find to be appropriate metaphor for the peaks and valleys of life.

MEDIA, MEMORY, AND SOCIAL CHANGE (Journalism 3900.01)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 2pm to 3:20pm
Professor: Carolyn L. Kitch
CRN: 30753

You can listen to a podcast about this course HERE.

About: “Media, Memory and Social Change” is an Honors seminar on the role of media in the construction of "social memory." Our shared ideas about the past inform media content and production, allowing new voices to enter the public conversation and creating a sense of continuity between past and present activism. We will focus especially on how historical narratives function as foundations for social movements -- for instance, in the Black Lives Matter movement's reuses of iconic civil-rights images, in news coverage and political rhetoric about immigration and ethnicity, and in resistance to misogyny and violence, such as the #metoo and March for Our Lives campaigns, which gained support through a blend of social and mainstream media. We'll also take popular culture seriously, analyzing how "social-impact" advertising campaigns, celebrity tributes, and several new television shows and films tell the stories of "pioneers" to mobilize past struggles for present purposes. Finally, we'll explore the role that media play in everyday life, in ways that construct future memory of our families, our friends, and the places we live.

About the Professor: Dr. Carolyn Kitch is a Professor in the Department of Journalism and in the Media and Communication Doctoral Program of the Klein College of Media and Communication. During her 20 years as a Temple faculty member, she has taught classes on media history, media and social memory, gender and media, magazine journalism, visual communication, journalism theory, and cultural studies. She is the author of four books: The Girl on the Magazine Cover: The Origins of Visual Stereotypes in American Mass Media; Pages from the Past: History and Memory in American Magazines; Journalism in a Culture of Grief, co-authored with Janice Hume; and Pennsylvania in Public Memory: Reclaiming the Industrial Past. Dr. Kitch also is co-editor of the forthcoming book Women's Suffrage and the Media, a collection of new historical studies on the drive for women's enfranchisement a century ago. For 11 years, she worked in New York City as a magazine editor at McCall's and Good Housekeeping and as a contributing writer for Reader's Digest.
TRUE STORIES: THE CONVERGENCE OF LITERATURE AND JOURNALISM (Journalism 3908.01)

Days/Times: Wednesday, 5:30pm to 8:00pm
Professor: Laurence Stains
CRN: 41187

About: It would be gross negligence on our part if you graduated from Temple without ever reading the words of Joan Didion, or Gay Talese, or David Foster Wallace or Katherine Boo. These writers (and others) have honed a storytelling style that is now being used to produce some of today's most distinctive journalism. The subject matter of this course goes by a few names: creative nonfiction, literary journalism, narrative journalism. In digital circles it's simply called "longform." But it's all the same thing, really. Here's a one-sentence definition, courtesy of the Nieman Foundation for Journalism at Harvard: "A genre that takes the techniques of fiction and applies them to nonfiction." In other words, we'll be reading journalism that tells stories... true stories. Narrative journalism is practiced in newspapers, magazines, podcasts and books; it can be seen and heard in documentaries and on websites like Matter and Nautilus. We'll read examples both classic and contemporary. And you will try your hand at two narrative works of your own: a short work of immersion journalism and a memoir. But the main goal is to introduce you to some of the best nonfiction of our time.

About the Professor: Before coming to Temple I spent decades in the journalism field. My background is in "slow journalism": magazines and books. I helped start up Men's Health magazine and won a National Magazine Award. I'm not everyone's cup of tea, but most students like my relaxed, humorous, non-academic style.

You don't have to be a budding journalist to do well in this course!

THE SOUND OF PHILADELPHIA: MUSIC FROM THE LENAPE TO THE ROOTS (Music Studies 3900.01)

Days/Times: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 1pm to 1:50pm
Professor: Elivi Varga
CRN: 27637

About: Taking the 1974 hit song “TSOP (The Sound of Philadelphia)” as its springboard, this course covers music of the Lenape, sacred and secular music during the Colonial era, classical music institutions such as the Philadelphia Orchestra, jazz, the development of Rock ‘n Roll, Philly Soul, and current sounds. It was while John Coltrane lived in Philadelphia that he recorded his landmark album Blue Train; it was in Philadelphia that Leopold Stokowski and his Philadelphia Orchestra recorded music for the 1940 film Fantasia; and it was in Philadelphia that Dick Clark hosted American Bandstand, setting the stage for a new genre called Rock & Roll. We’ll take advantage of what’s on offer in Boyer and be on the alert for experiencing free/inexpensive live music in the city. Other off-campus experiences include a tour of the Wannamaker Organ at Macy’s on August 30th, the Academy of Music, and (if it works out as hoped) a tour of the Met on September 13th. Students will gain an appreciation for the rich legacy of Philadelphia’s musical history in order to better appreciate the great music happening here today.

About the Professor: Elivi Varga is a flutist performing everything from classical to drag cabaret. Her music writing has appeared in The Flutist Quarterly, The Philadelphia Inquirer, and elsewhere. She studied music at Goucher College, The Liszt Academy of Music in Budapest, and the University of Illinois. Her CD Silver Tunes: Music for Flute and Organ, is broadcast regularly on Swedish Radio and throughout Europe. Her favorite music includes 1970s funk, the English band Elbow, and everything by J.S. Bach. The most recent show she attended was Black Belt Eagle Scout at Johnny Brenda’s, and they completely rocked. When not in the classroom, Dr. Varga enjoys hiking in Wissahickon Valley Park and doing yoga with goats.

BUSINESS

BUSINESS SOCIETY & ETHICS (Business Administration 3902.01)

Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 8am to 9:20am
Professor: Lynne Andersson
CRN: 4622

About: Been wondering why Amazon, Facebook, and Wells Fargo have been taking a lot of heat in the media lately? What is it about the institution of business and the overarching system of capitalism that pushes individuals and organizations to commit acts? This course will challenge you to consider the ethical obligations of corporations and their employees to a wide variety of societal stakeholders. You'll be exposed to a broad range of ethical dilemmas that can arise in the business world and will be offered the tools
to respond to such dilemmas. Most significantly, the course will encourage you to critically examine a preeminent societal institution of which you are a part, prodding you to become force for positive change.

About the Professor: Lynne's research and teaching focuses on the dark side of business and capitalism. Her love for Carolina basketball has matched her up with Coach Dunphy to teach HRM 3903 the past 12 fall semesters. Around TU Honors, it's hard to miss the Andersson family, as Lynne's husband Stephen teaches an Honors course in Architecture, and daughters Brigit and Zoe are Honors students in philosophy and film, respectively.

MANAGEMENT, THEORY, & PRACTICE: FROM LOCKER ROOM TO BOARD ROOM (Human Resource Management 3903.01)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 9:30am to 10:50am
Professors: Lynne Andersson & Fran Dunphy
CRN: 2923

About: Whether a pick-up game at the local rec center or a nationally-televisioned Final Four dream match-up, the game of basketball provides an ideal context for examining group dynamics, ethics, and motivation in organizations. For example, in basketball, the number one draft pick is only as dominant as the teammates (s)he electrifies. Think Michael Jordan and the notorious Chicago Bulls of the 1990s. Likewise, in a corporation, the CEO is only as effective as the top management team (s)he hand selects and mentors to success. Ball hogs, showboaters, and cheap foulers can disrupt a basketball team’s rhythm in much the same way that crooks, arbitrageurs, and balance sheet cheats can impact the bottom line. In this course students will explore – directly and metaphorically – some of the tenets of basketball as they relate to the theory and practice of management in organizations.

About the Professors: Lynne Andersson is an Associate Professor in the Department of Human Resource Management in the Fox School. Fran Dunphy is the Head Men’s Basketball Coach.

HUMANITIES & SOCIAL SCIENCES

DRUGS, CRIME, & CRIMINAL JUSTICE (Criminal Justice 3904.01)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 3:30pm – 4:50pm
Professor: Steven Belenko
CRN: 40274

About: Substance abuse is one of the most important health and social problems that we face. The opioid epidemic has increased the urgency to learn more about drug abuse and its effects on society. This course examines the role that psychoactive and illegal drugs play in U.S. society and its criminal justice system. Topics covered include the types of illegal drugs; the history of U.S. drug prohibition; patterns, trends, and scope of illicit drug use; the relationship between drugs and crime; criminal justice policies toward drug-related crime; drug legalization and decriminalization; the consequences of current anti-drug policies, and alternative strategies for reducing drug crime. Through the lens of drug policy history, government laws, policies and regulation of drugs and drug use, and theories of drug use and crime, students will gain a deeper understanding of such key issues as the social construction of crime and deviance; the social, psychological, and biological determinants of drug use and abuse; the development and reform of antidrug policy; and the interactions of the criminal justice and public health systems. Students will increase their knowledge about the historical and political foundations of drug policy development, enhance their ability to think critically and argue effectively about alternative social and health policies, and improve written and oral communication skills.

About the Professor: I have been a faculty member at Temple since 2006. Previously I was at the University of Pennsylvania and Columbia University. My research has focused on the impact of drug abuse and drug offenders on the criminal justice system, substance abuse treatment and other health services for adult and juvenile offenders, HIV risks and service needs for offenders, drug courts and other alternative programs, and improving drug policies. I have written four books on topics related to drug abuse and drug policy. I also hold a degree in flute performance from the Mannes College of Music and remain active as a performing musician. I also enjoy hiking, gardening, traveling to interesting places, and playing softball.

SOCIO-CULTURAL FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES (Education 2903.01)
Days/Times: Mondays 5:30pm to 8:00pm
About: What is the role of education in a democracy? Is it the responsibility of educators to alleviate the greater societal challenges that are endemic to our nation such as poverty and racism? If so, how and why? What are and what should be the expectations we have of educators? This course will help curious students place the work of an educator in a broader social, political, economic and philosophical context. It will introduce students to the history of public education in the United States, to the issues that shape our schools and the ways children, parents, and teachers experience them. This course will provide an overview of the challenges facing urban, suburban and rural schools and contemporary issues in school reform. Students should complete this course with a more robust understanding of the state of education today so that they can effectively and ethically make a difference as an educated member of our society and possibly as a future educator!

About the Professor: David Bromley has been working in and around public education for the past twenty plus years as a high school social studies teacher, district administrator, principal and non-profit leader. In 2009 as the Director of Big Picture Philadelphia, David founded El Centro de Estudiantes, an alternative high school in the Kensington neighborhood of Philadelphia serving students who are over-aged and under-credited. David is currently working with the School District of Philadelphia to open a new student-centered, project-based high school in North Philadelphia. David passionately believes in the promise of education and the power of our decisions and actions. When not at work, David can be found with his wife and three teenage children, hiking in the woods, playing games, having patience with the Phillies and watching movies.

HONORS SPECIAL TOPICS: YOU ARE HERE: TRAVELING, WALKING, COLLECTING, MAPPING, WRITING (English 2900.02)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday 3:30pm to 4:50pm
Professor: Kevin Varrone
CRN: 31236

About: To be human is to be an explorer. We are constantly getting lost and finding ourselves: we search, have experiences, collect things, and attempt to situate ourselves within the larger contexts in which we live. In this course we’ll read and wander, gather and record. We’ll focus (both in published texts and in your own original work) on writing that stresses the fundamental human acts of walking, collecting, traveling, mapping, and writing as ways to shape identity and understand the world. We’ll read and dissect writing in multiple genres, including travel writing, nature writing, short stories, narrative poems, and creative non-fiction and we’ll experiment with these genres—borrowing from them all—to produce dynamic, original hybrid work. Some of the authors we’ll read in the course are Agha Shahid Ali, Hala Alyan, Carolyn Forche, Tonya Foster, Max Frai, Robert McFarlane (check this out, fans of Andrew Ervin: https://lithub.com/robert-macfarlane-finds-a-little-hope-in-the-worlds-darkest-places/), Haryette Mullen, Rebecca Solnit and others.

About the Professor: I live in an old house just outside Philadelphia. When not chasing three young children around or fixing the house, I write poems, often about place. I’ve also written a book-length poem about baseball and Philadelphia that was published as a free iPhone/iPad app (http://www.boxscoreapp.com/). Lastly, I organize PHILALALIA, a small press/handmade poetry and book arts festival that takes place each September in Tyler School of Art.

HONORS SPECIAL TOPICS: AMERICANS ON THE ROAD: FICTION & FILM (English 2900.701)
Days/Times: Monday & Wednesday, 2pm to 2:50pm
Professor: Roland Williams
CRN: 33969

You can listen to a podcast about this course HERE.

About: In Innocents Abroad, Mark Twain wrote, “Travel is fatal to prejudice, bigotry, and narrow-mindedness.” This course puts the author’s claim to the test through an examination of relevant American stories in print and pictures. The reading list includes The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (1884) and On the Road (1957). A primary focus of the course is the genre of the road movie in Hollywood cinema, featuring films such as It Happened One Night (1934), The Defiant Ones (1958), Easy Rider (1969), Thelma & Louise (1991), To Wong Foo (1995), Harold and Kumar Go to White Castle (2004), and Green Book (2018). The curriculum promotes skill in research, analysis, and writing. And, it involves a series of online exercises, preceding a final project related to the main course concern.

About the Professor: Raised on Race Street in Philadelphia, I earned degrees from St Joe’s Prep and the University of Pennsylvania. I teach classes about African American literature and culture in the Temple University Department of English. Besides
Black Male Frames: African Americans in a Century of Hollywood Cinema, I wrote African American Autobiography and the Quest for Freedom. I have a forthcoming volume of essays entitled Smooth Operating and Other Social Acts, which identifies a black folk hero as a maestro of improvisation. In addition, I am engaged in research for another book, Virginia Vintage, tracing my father’s family line from slavery to freedom. Plus, I am an advisory committee member for the College Board. In the fall, I will teach a Temple University honors course entitled “American Ventures.”

HONORS SPECIAL TOPICS: FILM REVOLUTION (English 3900.01)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 12:30pm – 1:50pm
Professor: Gabe Wettach
CRN: 32494

About: This class examines revolutions on and in film: political revolutions, social revolutions, artistic revolutions and the connections among them. From its origins, film was understood as a technology capable of altering the ways viewers perceived the world both near and far, and debates have long raged about whether it was a tool of complacency or change. In search of our own answers to these longstanding debates, we’ll analyze films from the 1960s onward that seek to encourage, provoke, participate in, and document a range of revolutionary movements, and read works that examine the nature and qualities of revolutionary film and film revolutions. Throughout, we’ll seek to answer two intertwined questions: Can film provoke and guide social, cultural, political and economic revolution, both historical and anticipated? How has and does film shape our understanding of revolution? Last but not least, we will consider whether the era of film revolutions has ended, or whether the revolutionary potential of film endures.

Requirements include watching films outside of class, readings, discussion questions, class activities, and a midterm and final paper.

About the Professor: Gabriel Wettach teaches classes in film and media studies. He also watches way too many movies -- some of them have worked their way into this class.

HONORS SPECIAL TOPICS: BECOMING A TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADER (Education 2900.01)
Days/Times: Wednesdays, 5:30pm to 8:00pm
Professor: Cindy Leavitt
CRN: 42475

About: What would you choose to do if you had the ability to change your world? In this class you will learn how to, and practice becoming, a transformational leader in the community, on campus, at work, or just within your family. The emphasis will be on personal change. The course is designed to help you learn to better live your values and to more effectively exert transformative influence. We will learn by examining and sharing our stories. Throughout the course, we will explore research about how individuals and organizations excel and introduce practical tools that you can use to become a transformational leader. You will be asked to find and present your most authentic self. As you increase in your capacity to do this, you will also learn to create a more adaptive and effective version of yourself. You will learn how to invite others to do the same. This means you will become a leader. You will be able to change the world because you will know how to increase your consciousness in any situation.

About the Professor: Cindy Leavitt is the Vice President – Information Technology Services and the Chief Information Officer at Temple University. At Temple, she is responsible for planning and implementing technology initiatives and oversees IT across campus. She has been studying and implementing positive change for over 30 years. Cindy is passionate about developing leaders and empowered teams. She co-created a leadership program call “A Wiser Way” that over 250 technology leaders have attended at Temple. She is fully committed to being an authentic and positive leader who practices what she preaches and leads by example. Cindy earned an MBA degree at the Ross School of Business at the University of Michigan.

HONORS SPECIAL TOPICS: GLITTER AND GLOOM (History 2900.01)
Days/Times: Monday & Wednesday, 3pm to 4:20pm
Professor: Katya Motyl
CRN: 29936

About: Known as the belle époque (the beautiful era) to some, and the fin de siècle (the end of an era) to others, the period from 1885 to 1914 has been described in terms of promise and crisis, glitter and doom. On the one hand, this was a time of promise, characterized by urban growth, mass culture, modernisms, scientific and technological advances, as well as new genders and sexualities. On the other hand, it was the crisis-ridden period leading up to World War One, marked by imperialism in Africa, an arms
race, rising anti-Semitism, fears of degeneration, as well political radicalism. In this Topics course, we will explore this transformative period in greater detail, with particular emphasis placed on social, cultural, and gender historical approaches. We will also consider a range of primary sources from politics, literature, philosophy, science, feminism, as well as art and music.

About the Professor: Katya Moty is Assistant Professor of History, and an Affiliate Faculty in the Gender, Sexuality, and Women's Studies Program at Temple. Her research focuses on the history of gender and sexuality in late nineteenth and early twentieth century Vienna. She is passionate about feminist theory and philosophy, and finds great pleasure in explaining complex ideas in concrete terms. In her free time, she enjoys yoga, preparing vegetarian feasts, and following celebrity cats on Instagram.

NAZI GERMANY (History 2902.01)

Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 2pm to 3:20pm
Professor: Jay Lockenour
CRN: 40148

You can listen to a podcast about this course HERE.

About: In 1933, German democracy collapsed beneath a wave of political violence, radicalism, racism, and economic turmoil. Learn how that happened, who supported the Nazis, what kind of state they tried to create, and why the war and Holocaust were integral to that project.

About the Professor: I grew up in California, went to school at Berkeley and Penn. I've written about German veterans, war movies, and am finishing a book on Erich Ludendorff. I have two kids (including a Temple student), a dog, and too many cats.

ENVIRONMENTAL ETHICS (Philosophy 2957.01)

Days/Times: Wednesday, 3pm to 5:30pm
Professor: Lindsay Craig
CRN: 31790

About: 2016 was the hottest year on record, making it the third year in a row to break the previous record. Since we began recording such data in 1880, we know that 16 of the 17 hottest years have occurred since 2000 (NYT). In the face of a wealth of empirical data, the scientific consensus is that climate change is real, primarily anthropogenic, and serious (NASA, IPCC AR5). The eminent consequences of climate change force to the forefront fundamental questions about environmental justice, our place in nature, and how we should treat finite natural resources. The goal of this course is to help you develop the tools you need to start to make some headway toward ethically justified and defensible answers to those questions and more.

About the Professor: Assistant Professor Lindsay Craig received her BA in philosophy and science, technology, and society from Butler University and her MA and PhD in philosophy from the University of Cincinnati. Her research specialties are philosophy of evolutionary biology and philosophy of science, but her teaching isn't limited to her areas of research. Professor Craig often teaches courses in ancient philosophy, environmental ethics, and ethics in medicine, in addition to courses in her research specializations. She spends too much of her free time watching makeup tutorials on YouTube, mostly because she finds them relaxing. Professor Craig stays at Temple because she loves teaching Temple students. Feel free to contact her with any questions about her course offerings, research, pursuing a degree in philosophy, or philosophy stuff in general. She's pretty cool.

THE ETHICS OF DIVERSITY (Philosophy 3910.01)

Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 2pm – 3:20pm
Professor: Eugene Chislenko
CRN: 37986

You can listen to a podcast about this course HERE.

About: This course will address central ethical questions about diversity. Why is diversity important? Is it valuable in itself, or only for its effects? How should we respond to the increasing loss of our planet’s biodiversity? In what ways do oppression with respect to race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, ability, and other characteristics make maintaining diversity difficult, and how should we address these obstacles? In what ways should we promote diversity at school and work? Students will develop their own views on these questions through close reading, class presentations, and a substantial final paper.
**About the Professor:** Eugene Chislenko is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Philosophy. After immigrating from the USSR, he grew up in Boston and New York City, and did his undergraduate studies at Harvard University and his Ph.D. at the University of California, Berkeley. His main interests are in moral philosophy and moral psychology, and in related topics in the philosophy of mind, philosophy of action, aesthetics, and the history of philosophy, especially Kant and existentialism.

**ETHICS IN MEDICINE** (Philosophy 3949.01)

**Days/Times:** Mondays, 3pm to 5:30pm

**Professor:** Lindsay Craig

**CRN:** 21660

**About:** Consider someone suffering from a terminal illness. Her doctors agree that she has less than six months to live and that there are no viable treatment options. They also agree that she is competent to make informed decisions regarding her medical condition. Is it morally permissible for a medical professional to indirectly aid her by writing a prescription for a life-ending medication if she voluntarily chooses to end her life? What if the patient is not able to self-administer the medication and requires direct physician assistance in the form of a lethal injection? Is there a relevant moral difference between these two cases? This course is designed to give students the ethical foundation needed for serious discussions of medical issues like this one. Students will practice using different ethical theories and principles through the semester to develop and defend their own positions on important current issues related to medicine. We will investigate race in medicine, particularly in the case of HIV/AIDS treatment in the United States; genetic and reproductive technologies; abortion; euthanasia and assisted death; and use of human subjects in research.

**About the Professor:** Assistant Professor Lindsay Craig received her BA in philosophy and science, technology, and society from Butler University and her MA and PhD in philosophy from the University of Cincinnati. Her research specialties are philosophy of evolutionary biology and philosophy of science, but her teaching isn’t limited to her areas of research. Professor Craig often teaches courses in ancient philosophy, environmental ethics, and ethics in medicine, in addition to courses in her research specializations. She spends too much of her free time watching makeup tutorials on YouTube, mostly because she finds them relaxing. Professor Craig stays at Temple because she loves teaching Temple students. Feel free to contact her with any questions about her course offerings, research, pursuing a degree in philosophy, or philosophy stuff in general. She’s pretty cool.

Lindsay Craig is the 2018 recipient of the Honors Professor of the Year Award.

**JR & SR CAPSTONE SEMINAR: STATE, MARKETS, & INTERNATIONAL ECONOMY: GLOBALIZATION** (Political Science 3996 & 4996)

**Days/Times:** Tuesday & Thursday, 2pm to 3:20pm

**Professor:** Roselyn Hsueh

**CRN:** 24938

**About:** This course examines the relationship between the state and the market in the context of the multi-faceted phenomenon of globalization. Students will be introduced to the theoretical and policy debates within the international and comparative political economy literature that arose out of the state and market building experiences of early (France, Germany, Russia and England) and late developers (including the newly industrialized countries of East Asia and Latin America, post-Communist transitioning countries and developing countries in Africa). Students will draw lessons from these countries’ development trajectories to understand the role of the state and societal actors in confronting global market forces. As a research project, using theoretical debates and history as guide, each student will analytically examine state-society interactions in confronting the challenges of globalization in a country of their choice. Course requirements include class participation (attendance, quizzes, presentations, and research memos) and a final research paper. The course is restricted to students who have already taken Evidence and Knowledge and Research Preparation.

**About the Professor:** Roselyn Hsueh is an Associate Professor of Political Science at Temple University and a Global Order Visiting Scholar at the Perry World House of the University of Pennsylvania. Her research focuses on International Political Economy and Political Economy of Development. She is the author of China’s Regulatory State: A New Strategy for Globalization (Cornell University Press, 2011). Professor Hsueh’s current research include her next book, under contract with Cambridge University Press, which investigates the mediating role of market governance in the relationship between global economic integration and development outcomes in China, India, and Russia. The political economy of identity in the age of globalization is another major theme in her research agenda.

Professor Hsueh is regularly invited to provide expert analysis and commentary. The Economist, Foreign Affairs, National Public Radio (NPR), Inside Higher Ed, The Huffington Post, The Washington Post and other outlets have featured her research; and she has
testified in Congress in front of the U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission. She is also a member of the Georgetown Initiative for U.S.-China Dialogue on Global Issues. She currently serves on the National Selection Committee for Fulbright Scholars.

Professor Hsueh has served as Residential Research Faculty Fellow at the Institute of East Asian Studies, U.C. Berkeley and Visiting Scholar at the Center for the Study of Law & Society, U.C. Berkeley School of Law. She has also lectured as a Visiting Professor at the Graduate School of Finance and Asia Pacific Center, Tecnológico de Monterrey, in Guadalajara, Mexico. Prior to arriving at Temple, Professor Hsueh held the Hayward R. Alker Postdoctoral Fellowship at the University of Southern California, and conducted in-depth fieldwork in China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan as a Fulbright Scholar and a David L. Boren Fellow of the National Security Education Program.

FOUNDATIONS OF DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY (Psychology 2931.01)

Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 11am – 12:20pm
Professor: Hongling Xie
CRN: 26809

About: Why do young children and older adults think the way they think? What factors influence a person's development? This course will cover major developmental milestones and themes in various periods of a life span from birth to death. Methodological issues and theoretical perspectives will be introduced to inform topics of physical maturation, thinking, behaviors, and social relationships.

About the Professor: Dr. Hongling Xie is an Associate Professor in the Department of Psychology. Her Developmental research focuses on children's peer relationships and aggressive behaviors. She received her BS from Peking University (Beijing, China) and her PhD from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. She loves doing research and mentoring students and her two children: a high schooler and a preschooler.

RISE OF THE SUPER BRAIN (Psychology 3920.01)

Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 9:30am to 10:50am
Professor: Jason Chein
CRN: 33611

About: In this course we'll evaluate "cognitive enhancement" techniques - the different ways in which people have tried to "strengthen" their cognitive abilities. At the start of the term we'll consider competing ideas about whether the human mind can, or can't, be enhanced, and will discuss these ideas in relation to plasticity in the human brain. We'll then delve into relevant research on the development of "expertise", and on the potential to hone specific cognitive abilities through deliberate practice. This will launch us into the central discourse on cognitive enhancement, in which we'll learn about, and debate, claims regarding the improvement of cognitive capabilities in healthy young adults, through techniques like mental training, video games, meditation, brain stimulation, physical exercise, neuropharmacology ("smart drugs"). Along the way we'll consider what can be learned from individual cases of exceptional cognitive ability, which might represent the outer limits of what the human mind is capable of achieving.

About the Professor: Dr. Chein is an Associate Professor in the Department of Psychology, and the Director of the newly established Temple University Brain Research & Imaging Center. Dr. Chein is himself "Temple Made", being the son of an emeritus professor of Temple's Department of Mathematics, and a graduate of Temple's Honors Program. He obtained his undergraduate degrees in Psychology and Computer Science from Temple in 1997, and rejoined the Temple community as a member of the Psychology faculty in January of 2006. During the interim, he earned his M.S. and Ph.D. from the University of Pittsburgh, and then completed a post-doctoral fellowship at Princeton University. He has been teaching for the Honors Program since 2012, and was a 2014 winner of the Lindback Award for Distinguished Teaching. As a leader in Temple's brain imaging research community, he conducts studies employing a cognitive neuroscientific approach to understand the basic mechanisms of cognition, the relationship among these mechanisms, and the contribution each makes to high-level cognitive functioning.

LANGUAGE STUDIES

CONVERSATIONAL REVIEW (Spanish 2901.02)
Days/Times: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 11am to 11:50am
Professor: Marcela Pardes
CRN: 2605

About: This course gives students the opportunity to improve their conversation skills, while reviewing important grammar points studied until now. The cultural component emphasizes the importance of understanding cultural differences. To facilitate this we use a variety of materials, such as newspaper articles, movies, photographs, music, and websites in Spanish. Reading, listening, and writing are also practiced. Students must come prepared to participate actively in class.

Most of the class time is devoted to oral individual and interactive activities, such as role-playing, discussions, games, debates, etc. Since the best way to learn a language is speaking, only Spanish is spoken in and outside the class. Other activities outside of class include an interview with a native Spanish speaker, and making a video incorporating the vocabulary and grammatical structures learned in class. Some of the videos will be selected for posting in the Spanish Department’s website.

About the Professor: My teaching philosophy reflects my life values and beliefs. I believe that when people feel respected and valued, they will strive to do their best. For that reason, I try to create a friendly, supportive, and mutually respectful classroom environment. I make an effort to learn my students’ names, as well as their interests and career plans. I also encourage them to become acquainted with each other, and to work cooperatively. Many of our activities, such as dialogues, interviews, and discussions, are performed in pairs or in groups. These activities help the students to overcome their embarrassment and fear of speaking in a foreign language, and of making mistakes. I find this to be true at all levels of language proficiency, from beginners to advanced. To promote a more personal involvement, I encourage students to share with the class their family experiences. In the same manner, I share with them my personal memories and articles from my native Argentina.

My greatest satisfactions as a teacher come from seeing students become enthusiastic about a topic we have learned in class, or hearing of an experience outside of class where they applied skills learned in class. In my view, those cases where student’s motivation goes beyond getting a good grade are the biggest success a teacher can achieve.

CONVERSATIONAL REVIEW (Spanish 2901.03)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 3:30pm to 4:50pm
Professor: Norma Corrales-Martin
CRN: 29902

About: Esta clase forma parte del Proyecto de Libros Asequibles (Textbook Affordability Project) de la Biblioteca Paley de la Universidad de Temple. El texto para la clase se distribuirá gratuitamente a los estudiantes. Este texto original ha sido diseñado teniendo la música como material básico. Ha sido demostrado que la música desarrolla en los estudiantes una actitud positiva hacia el aprendizaje de la lengua; provee a los estudiantes de una manera fácil de memorizar la lengua; hace la experiencia de aprender la gramática divertida; ayuda en el desarrollo de habilidades para escuchar y hablar; transmite la riqueza cultural encontrada en las canciones e intensifica el entusiasmo de los estudiantes para el análisis de la poesía. La clase se concentra en la práctica oral-auditiva de metas comunicativas y puntos clave. ¡Estén listos para divertirse y aprender!

About the Professor: Dra. Norma Corrales-Martin obtuvo su grado de Magister en Lingüística Hispana del prestigioso Instituto Caro y Cuervo en Bogotá. Recibió un Ph.D. en Educación de la Universidad de Ohio. Ella ha desarrollado Gramática Viva (Live Grammar), una gramática centrada en el verbo. Ella es originalmente de la región Caribe de Colombia, un lugar donde la gente aprende a bailar antes de aprender a caminar. Dr. Corrales-Martin ama la música, el baile y el canto, el arte y la cultura, y también es poeta.

HISPANIC READINGS (Spanish 2902.03)
Days/Times: Lunes, Miercoles, y Viernes, 11am to 11:50am
Professor: Francis J Turco
CRN: 21466

¿Qué es lo fantástico? ¿Dónde está la línea divisoria entre lo cotidiano y lo sobrenatural?
En este curso se explorarán estos y otros temas mediante la lectura de una variedad de cuentos y autores latinoamericanos.

Español 2902 es un curso dedicado a la lectura, comprensión e interpretación de textos en español. La meta es mejorar las habilidades lingüísticas de los estudiantes a través de lecturas, discusiones y ejercicios escritos. Se leerán principalmente cuentos, además de artículos seleccionados por el profesor con un enfoque en la literatura fantástica y de autores de diversos países dentro de Latinoamérica. Asimismo, los cuentos y los artículos que los estudiantes lean y discuten en clase, estimulan un entendimiento de las culturas e historia de Hispanoamérica y sus pueblos.
Sobre el profesor: Soy estudiante doctoral en Español en el Departamento de Español y Portugués en Temple. Mi enfoque es la comparación de representaciones medievales de lo sobrenatural con las del siglo XIX en Latinoamérica. Cuando no estoy leyendo sobre fantasmas y diablos, me gusta tocar la guitarra, cocinar y viajar a otros países.

STEM

INTRO TO BIOLOGY II (Biology 2912)
Professors: Richard Waring & Daniel Spaeth
Section 04, CRN 23987:
  Lecture: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 12pm to 12:50pm
  Lab: Friday, 2pm to 4:50pm
Section 05, CRN 23990:
  Lecture: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 12pm to 12:50pm
  Lab: Tuesday, 9:30am to 12:20pm
Section 06, CRN 23991:
  Lecture: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 12pm to 12:50pm
  Lab: Wednesday, 5:30pm to 8:20pm
Section 07, CRN 23992:
  Lecture: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 12pm to 12:50pm
  Lab: Thursday, 2pm to 4:50pm
Section 42, CRN 731:
  Lecture: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 12pm to 12:50pm
  Lab: Wednesday, 2pm to 4:50pm
Section 43, CRN 5288:
  Lecture: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 12pm to 12:50pm
  Lab: Thursday, 9:30am to 12:20pm
Section 44, CRN 41445:
  Lecture: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 12pm to 12:50pm
  Lab: Monday, 2pm to 4:50pm

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY I (Chemistry 2921)
Professor: Steven Fleming
Section 01, CRN 1085:
  Day & Time: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday 9am to 9:50am & Monday 10am to 10:50am
Section 02, CRN 24004:
  Day & Time: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday 9am to 9:50am & Monday 1pm to 1:50pm
Section 03, CRN 33221:
  Day & Time: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday 9am to 9:50am & Wednesday 10am to 10:50am
Section 04, CRN 30896:
  Day & Time: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday 9am to 9:50am & Wednesday 11am to 11:50am

About: Organic chemistry is about life. Understanding organic chemistry is necessary for understanding almost every aspect of living systems. Why are we different from rocks? Why are mixed drinks evidence of life? Why are organic molecules necessary for cell structure? Answers to these questions and more, await your enrollment in O-Chem.

About the Professor: It is my goal to make the subject of organic chemistry a joy to learn. I want you to eagerly anticipate every o-chem class. I enjoy the challenge of taking this tough subject and helping you see its inherent beauty. Learning organic chemistry is a great way to develop critical thinking skills.

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LAB I (Chemistry 2923)
Professor: Jaskiran Kaur
Section 01, CRN 1086:
  Day & Time: Monday 2:00pm to 4:50pm
Section 02, CRN 20264:
  Day & Time: Tuesday 2:00pm to 4:50pm
Section 03, CRN 20265:
Day & Time: Thursday 2:00pm to 4:50pm
Section 04, CRN 33222:
Day & Time: Friday 1:00pm to 3:50pm

TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION BY DESIGN (Engineering 2996.01)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 12:30pm to 1:50pm
Professor: Joseph Danowsky
CRN: 30641

About: This course helps students learn to craft responsible and effective technical writing. We pursue well-defined communication objectives via library-database research, topic analysis, attention to audience needs, and responsible application of basic rhetorical techniques. The major paper is a partial design proposal based on a comparison of candidate engineering solutions for a significant problem of each student’s choosing. Additional writings address engineering-related current events; the economic, social justice, and environmental impacts of engineering projects; and a detailed philosophical and practical analysis of an engineering-related ethical problem. Class topics emphasize requirements for accurate, clear technical communication; responsiveness to client specifications; and the use of word processing techniques to make complex documents usable, maintainable, and attractive.

About the Professor: After running off in all directions at the University of Pittsburgh and Cornell Law School, the instructor found his métier as a reflective practitioner of technical communication — first in the then-new field of legal information retrieval and later in computer software documentation, standards and procedure analysis, technical journalism, newsletter and book editing, and several subspecialties such as legal graphics. While teaching technical writing for Temple’s English department from 2003 to 2009, he developed the College of Engineering’s Technical Communication course, which he now coordinates.

CALCULUS III (Mathematics 2943)

Section 02, CRN 27815
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 1:30pm to 3:10pm
Professor: Georgia Triantafillou

Section 03, CRN 31429
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 9:50am to 11:30am
Professor: Vasily Dolgushev

GENERAL PHYSICS I (Physics 2921)

Section 01, CRN 26940
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 3:30pm to 5:10pm
Professor: TBA

LAB:
Professor: John Noel
Section 42, CRN 24002
Days/Times: Wednesday 2pm to 3:50pm
Section 43, CRN 16584
Days/Times: Thursday 1:30pm to 3:20pm

LOWER LEVEL HONORS COURSES

*These courses, in most cases, will not fulfill Gen Ed requirements. If you’re not sure how a course will count towards your graduation requirements, see an advisor.
ARTS & MEDIA

ARTS OF THE WORLD I: PREHISTORIC TO 1300 (Art History 1955.01)

Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 9:30am to 10:50am
Professor: Ashley West
CRN: 4923

***Note that the course requires 2 local field trips, one to the University Museum, one to the Philadelphia Museum of Art.

About: Oddly enough, this course is a study of art and architecture before the era of art as we understand it in modern times. The course covers the time span from ‘cave paintings’ to Giotto’ with a global geographic scope that ranges from the great Mediterranean basin (including territory covered by modern-day Iraq, Syria, Egypt, Greece, Italy), Africa, China, Japan, and Mesoamerica. Moving chronologically we shall analyze the forms, techniques, styles, subjects, and symbolism represented in painting, sculpture, and architecture both historically and in relation to the impact of societal beliefs and values. We shall consider the different functions of images and how meaning is constructed through viewer interaction, ritual practices, and the spatial experience of large monumental programs. We will contextualize the interpretation of these works, images, and spaces and tease out artistic differences and parallels across time and cultures. We also will explore together how the modern world interacts with and reshapes its past, how our ‘reading’ of an artwork changes with new methods of inquiry, and how efforts at cultural genocide (ancient and modern) show just how central the creation of art has been for the building of societies, identities, and histories.

About the Professor: Though now a Renaissance and print specialist, I wrote my master’s thesis on the 8th-century Umayyad mosaics of the Great Mosque of Damascus, worked on an early Christian archaeological site in Scotland, hiked into the Himalayans to study Tibetan wall painting, lived in Berlin for three years studying the early history of printmaking, and served as an art conservator and then curator at well-known museums like the PMA, Clark Art Institute, and National Gallery of Art. These experiences are all linked by a keen interest in understanding the materiality and technologies of art-making, as well as the functions of various images and objects before the modern notion of the ‘aesthetic’ or ‘beautiful’ work of art took firm root. Related questions of ritual use, the ‘magical’ power of images, and the history of vision inform my approaches to this material.

LANGUAGE STUDIES

SPANISH BASIC I (Spanish 1901.01) ¡Buena suerte!
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 12:30pm to 1:50pm
Professor: Brendan Spinelli
CRN: 2000

SPANISH INTERMEDIATE (Spanish 1903.02) ¡Pues, entonces, ven a ver a Roz!
Days/Times: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 10am to 10:50am
Professor: Francis Turco
CRN: 2560

AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE I (Communication Studies 1901.01)
Days/Times: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 1pm to 1:50pm
Professor: TBA
CRN: 25412

SOCIAL SCIENCES

INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGY (Psychology 1901.01)
Days/Times: Monday, 5:30pm to 8pm
Professor: Amanda Neuber
**INTRO TO SOCIOLOGY** (Sociology 1976.01)

**About:** The course is based on a conversation among all of us, and all assignments have been developed to allow maximum student participation. In addition to providing the essential theories of Sociology, our course should enable us all to learn from each other as we apply these theories to contemporary life. One of the guiding principles of our approach will be, to paraphrase German Poet Novalis, ‘to make the strange familiar and the familiar strange.’ Another, with thanks to Jean Piaget, is ‘while the university is divided into departments, the world is not.’ Thus, we will use multiple sources in our inquiry, such as novels and movies. Finally, in the spirit of collaboration that is essential to the success of the course, students should feel free to suggest movies, sporting events, theatrical or other performances that we might use (and enjoy) during the semester.

**About the Professor:** Dr. Michael Altimore has been a member of the Temple Sociology Department for fifteen years. He has taught Introductory Sociology, Social Statistics and Methodology, Social Theory, Race and Ethnicity, Inequality, and the Sociology of Science and Medicine. His interests include the Sociology of Science and Medicine, Statistics, and the Sociology of Popular Culture.

**LEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF BUSINESS** (Legal Studies 1901.01)

**About:** The legal system affects each of us on a daily basis. Educated citizens, no matter what career path they may choose, should be aware of the ways in which the law impacts their lives in a personal and business setting. This course will introduce students to the essential aspects of law with an emphasis on the legal environment of business. Students will learn the basics of contract, tort, property, and administrative law as well as international law. The law involving business would include a discussion of the types of legal entities, as well as employer and employee relations. The political, social and economic forces that affect change are also discussed thereby providing guidance as to the future direction of the law in both the United States and around the world.

**About the Professor:** I earned my B.A. in History in 1976 and M.A. in History in 1979 from Temple University. Areas of concentration were 19th Century U.S. History and the history of the Middle East. Part of my studies was learning about the everyday lives of people; what they ate, wars they endured, gods they may or may not have worshipped, how they worked and played, how they lived and how they died. History is not just about Presidents and Kings and Queens.

I earned my J.D. from the University of Tulsa School of Law in 1984. I practiced law in small law firms for about 22 years. I represented business large and small while also representing people accused of crimes in the Philadelphia Courts.

When not reading or watching sports on TV, I enjoy playing baseball and softball and walking, jogging and even sprinting by the Wissahickon Creek. In addition to camping in sixteen states and three Canadian provinces in my younger days, I have travelled to Italy, Egypt, Japan, Bermuda and plan to visit England very soon. More biographical information will be posted on Canvas.
MACROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES (Economics 1901.01)
Days/Times: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 9am to 9:50am
Professor: James Kelly
CRN: 5521

MACROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES (Economics 1901.02)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 2:00pm to 3:20pm
Professor: Charles Swanson
CRN: 32073

MACROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES (Economics 1901.03)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 9:30am to 10:50am
Professor: Mark Robinson
CRN: 37769

MICROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES (Economics 1902.01)
Days/Times: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 1pm to 1:50pm
Professor: Erwin Blackstone
CRN: 5522

About: An introductory course in microeconomics. The course introduces the analysis of economic behavior and applies the analysis to real world issues. We shall emphasis the use of economic principles to understand such issues as antitrust and monopoly, crime, health care, and labor problems.

About the Professor: Professor Blackstone has published on a wide range of microeconomic issues including cellular telephones, hospital mergers, economics of false burglar alarms, and the movie and television industries.

MICROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES (Economics 1902.02)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 9:30am to 10:50am
Professor: Douglas Webber
CRN: 5523

About: Microeconomics is the study of how people and firms make decisions. You will learn the building blocks of economic analysis (supply, demand, etc.), as well as how economic principles can inform everything from public policy to personal decisions like how much time you should spend doing homework.

About the Professor: I am in my fifth year at Temple (I received my PhD from Cornell University in 2012). My research is primarily in the field of labor economics, where I have published articles on topics such as inequality, the gender pay gap, and student loan policy.

STEM

INTRO TO BIOLOGY I (Biology 1911)
Professor: Tonia Hsieh
Lecture Day & Time (for all sections): Tuesday & Thursday 12:30pm to 1:50pm
Section 01, CRN 37953:
   Lab Day & Time: Tuesday 9:30am to 12:20pm
Section 03, CRN 38271:
   Lab Day & Time: Thursday 9:30am to 12:20pm
Section 04, CRN 38272:
   Lab Day & Time: Thursday 2pm to 4:50pm

GENERAL CHEMISTRY I (Chemistry 1951)
Professor: Francis Spano
Section 01, CRN 1080:
Day & Time: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday 9am to 9:50am & Thursday 12pm to 12:50pm

Section 02, CRN 1081:
  Day & Time: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday 9am to 9:50am & Friday 11:00am to 11:50am
Professor: TBA

Section 03, CRN 23282:
  Day & Time: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday 10am to 10:50am & Tuesday 4pm to 4:50pm

Section 04, CRN 23283:
  Day & Time: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday 10am to 10:50am & Wednesday 12:00pm to 12:50pm

About: This course provides an introduction to atomic and molecular structure and how the phases of matter and the fates of chemical reactions are dictated by the laws of thermodynamics. Specific topics include atomic orbitals and their quantum mechanical foundations, the periodic table, chemical bonding, reaction thermodynamics (enthalpy, entropy, and Gibbs free energy), the gas laws, phase transitions and the properties of solutions.

About the Professor: Dr. Spano is a theoretician who strives to understand energy and charge transport in molecular crystals and how molecules absorb and emit light. He teaches both undergraduate and graduate courses in physical chemistry, but his favorite is Honors General Chemistry where he gets to share his love of chemistry with young, impressionable minds.

GENERAL CHEMISTRY LAB I (Chemistry 1953)
Professor: Andrew Price
Section 01, CRN 1082:
  Day & Time: Monday 1pm to 3:50pm
Section 02, CRN 1083:
  Day & Time: Monday 4pm to 6:50pm
Section 04, CRN 23277:
  Day & Time: Tuesday 2:00pm to 4:50pm
Section 06, CRN 23279:
  Day & Time: Friday 1pm to 3:50pm

INTRODUCTION TO ENGINEERING (Engineering 1901.01 or 1901.02)
Days/Times: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday 11am to 11:50am or 1pm to 1:50pm
Professor: David Brookstein
CRN: 17267 or 28304

FUNDAMENTALS OF NEUROSCIENCE (Neuroscience 1951.01)
Days/Times: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 1pm to 1:50pm
Professor: Mansi Shah
CRN: 27991

About: Neurons are incredibly complex cells, capable of intracellular signaling as well as forming complicated and vast connections with other neurons. This complexity is made possible by the cellular and molecular components of neurons, which include ion channels and g-protein coupled receptors, neurotransmitters and the machinery to release them, and the ability to modulate these components based on the environment. We will discuss these crucial cellular molecular components that allow for proper neuronal function, with emphasis on how all of these components work together to allow for neuronal signaling and higher order processes like learning and memory. Finally, we will discuss what neurological and psychiatric illnesses occur when these neuronal processes become dysfunctional. Throughout the course, you will be able to pursue a topic within Neuroscience of your interest. This will give you the opportunity to read primary research articles, gain experience in writing scientific papers, and learn more about a part of Neuroscience that excites you!

About the Professor: Dr. Shah received her PhD from the Neurobiology Program at the Center for Neuroscience at the University of Pittsburgh. Her dissertation work focused on the role of purinergic receptors in inflammatory pain, with focus on the cellular changes in signaling during chronic pain. Her teaching interests lie in the cellular and molecular aspects of Neuroscience, with emphasis on evidence-based teaching practices. Dr. Shah teaches various undergraduate neuroscience and psychology courses at Temple University, including Cellular Neuroscience, Fundamentals of Neuroscience, Functional Neuroanatomy, Psychopharmacology,
Evolutionary Neuroscience, and Conducting Neuroscience Research. When not teaching, Dr. Shah enjoys reading science fiction and being outdoors.

CALCULUS I (Mathematics 1941)

Section 01, CRN 3760  
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 9:50am to 11:30am

Section 03, CRN 22626  
Days/Times: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday 10:40am to 11:50am

Section 04, CRN 31817  
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 11:40am to 1:20pm

Section 05, CRN 23596  
Days/Times: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 12pm to 1:10pm

CALCULUS II (Mathematics 1942)

Section 02, CRN 23253  
Days/Times: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 12pm to 1:10pm  
Professor: Jeromy Sivek

Section 03, CRN 25863  
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 1:30pm to 3:10pm  
Professor: Maria Lorenz

ELEMENTARY CLASSICAL PHYSICS I (Physics 1961)

Section 01, CRN 31616  
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 5:30pm to 7:10pm  
Professor: Bernd Surrow

About: Learning physics can sometimes feel like you have taken a ride in the back seat of a taxi in a complicated city grid such as Boston, and then you are handed the keys to the taxi and told to drive it. By the end of this two-course sequence, you should be in good shape to safely navigate.

This undergraduate level course is intended for Honors students majoring in physics and related fields. Physics 1961 is the first part of a two-semester course in classical physics starting with classical mechanics for Physics 1961 and electricity and magnetism for Physics 1962. Topics for Physics 1961 include one- and two-dimensional motion; forces and particle dynamics, work and energy, conservation of energy, linear momentum, and angular momentum; collisions, rotational kinematics and dynamics, gravitation, oscillations, waves, and fluid dynamics. In-class response systems and computer aided simulations enhance your understanding. That being said, the emphasis is on the very traditional way of developing problem solving skills on paper / on the board and thoroughly practicing those skills. A strong emphasis is placed on developing those skills not only through a conceptual understanding, but also by applying a clear strategy to attack a physics problem using mathematical tools.

This course differs from the Physics 1061 course in the number of topics and a more mathematical treatment and discussion. A strong background in algebra and trigonometry and some understanding of vector algebra is required. A math review will take place during the first week of classes including basic elements of algebra, trigonometry, vector algebra and some calculus. This course is taught in the Studio Physics format combining elements of lecturing and recitation supplemented with a separate, but integrated lab. This course requires registration for a 0.0 credit Laboratory section in addition to the 4.0 credit combined Lecture and Recitation section. The Laboratory sections are listed under the same course number (1961) as the Lecture and Recitation section, but have a unique section number (041 and 042) and Course Registration Number (31652 and 32194). Physics majors on the pre-med track should consult with an advisor about taking this course or Physics 2921/2922.

About the Professor: Professor Bernd Surrow is a Professor of Physics in the Department of Physics and serves as Vice Chair of the Department. He joined the Department of Physics at Temple University as a tenured faculty member in 2012 starting a new research program in high-energy collider physics and novel micro-pattern detector development profiling from a state-of-the-art laboratory facility.
within the Science Education and Research Center (SERC). Prior to coming to Temple University, Professor Surrow was a faculty member at MIT for almost ten years working on high-energy nuclear physics and novel detector development. He has developed a strong interest in teaching introductory physics in a 'Studio physics' type environment, combining elements of lecturing and recitations using computer aided simulations and modern tools for enhancing the understanding of students with concept questions but at the same time emphasizing the very traditional way of developing problem solving skills on paper / on the board and thoroughly practicing those skills. A strong emphasis is placed on developing those skills not only through a conceptual understanding, but also by applying a clear strategy to attack a physics problem using mathematical tools.

LAB:
Professor: Fei Qin & John Noel
Section 41, CRN 31652
Days/Times: Friday 1pm to 2:50pm
Section 42, CRN 32194
Days/Times: Friday 11am to 12:50pm

HONORS GEN EDS

ARTS GEN EDS

WORLD MUSICS & CULTURES (Music Studies 0909.01)
Days/Times: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 12pm to 12:50pm
Professor: Lindsay Weightman
CRN: 7467

About: Nobody can doubt the value of the sciences in the world. They make life easier, safer, healthier and more efficient. But art addresses the reason for living. It is at the root of understanding ourselves and our feelings. It is the expression of human experience and leads to a more profound appreciation of life. Studying music of other cultures expands the scope of this experience. Each civilization expresses itself differently through art depending on which values are held most dearly in that culture. Attempting to understand the divergent methods of a Japanese flute player and an American rapper in expressing themselves through their art works is a mental exercise in flexibility and open-mindedness. You will be more open to the unusual, less dismissive or critical of the new and different. The class covers the music of Africa, India, the Middle East, China, Japan and Indonesia, addressing the folk, popular and classical traditions from hisorical, analytical and ethnomusicological perspectives.

About the Professor: Trained as a classical pianist in my native England. Lived and taught in Egypt before coming to the US to teach and perform. I travel often to many parts of the world, always fascinated how the comparison of my own way of life with the sights, sounds and customs of other cultures leads to a greater understanding of my place in the world.

SHAKESPEARE IN THE MOVIES (English 0922.01)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 3:30pm to 4:50pm
Professor: Robert Faunce
CRN: 20001

About: Shakespeare has contributed the building blocks for so much of Western literature over the last few centuries, and so many stencils from which other intricate works of art have been derived. Among these works are film adaptations (literally or inspired by his works) that are malleable & putty for interpretation and interrogation by scholars such as yourselves. Power, desire, aging, performance, masculinity/femininity: this is a short list of the themes Shakespeare gives, and directors and adaptors have worked from, in the films we will watch in this class. We will play with some literary & film theory to deepen and enhance our understanding of these works, and will consider intersections of race, class, power, sexuality, and especially gender in our conversations and work product in this class. We will think about performance and tactility, with a field trip to Charles Library’s Special Collections Research Center, and an award-winning guest speaker, Oana Botez (oanabotez.com), who has grappled with our questions from the perspective of costume design. Mostly, we will come back to overgrown, immature boys, in all ages and guises, from Henry IV gallivanting with the fool Falstaff to King Lear bantering with (literally) the Fool. How have these tropes of immaturity and the heroic flaw emerged from those plays into modern consciousness, and how do they ripple through other questions of gender, race, and class? Can we consider Ophelia without understanding toxic masculinity? Can Glenda Jackson play Lear without us thinking of intersections of gender, class, and age? We’ll
ask those questions, and more, and proffer some answers. (Oana will be coming to class on October 17. Bring your friends!)

**About the Professor:** Rob Faunce teaches and writes about the classroom: how we learn, how we teach, how that affects pedagogy, and how that evolves through age and technology. He often teaches composition, 20th/21st century literature, film studies, gender, and theory (sometimes all at the same time). He’s a proud Generalist, and hopes all students see the value in learning a little something about everything.

**THE ART OF BECOMING** (English 0926.01)
**Days/Times:** Tuesday & Thursday, 3:30pm to 5:10pm
**Professor:** Jana Marie Rose Llewellyn
**CRN:** 4578

**About:** Loving yourself without shame is the most important thing you will ever have to fight for --Titilope Sonuga

Who are you? What do you want? How will you choose to live?

This course will help you explore questions about desire, identity, human need, and destiny. Using Rainer Maria Rilke’s Letters to a Young Poet as our fundamental text, we will begin to craft a personal philosophy of how to move through life being true to ourselves. We will read texts across genres—poetry, prose, mixed media. You’ll have a chance to experiment with and workshop your own writing. Our class will from time to time leave the traditional walls of the classroom to meet elsewhere, a way to nourish our creativity. Our reading, discussions, and unique paths of exploration will help us move more deeply into honoring our individual selves. Your portfolio will include works of poetry, fiction, and creative nonfiction.

**About the Professor:** I am a writer, yogi, and mother, with a pilgrim-gypsy soul. My own journey has involved facing and moving through trauma in order to live out loud and find happiness and contentment in modern life, which requires bravery and persistence. I am also a mother to three amazing and sensitive children who are still trying to figure me out. It may never happen. That’s okay.

**MEANING OF THE ARTS** (Philosophy 0947.01)
**Days/Times:** Monday, Wednesday & Friday, 12:00pm to 12:50pm
**Professor:** Michael Szekely
**CRN:** 31785

**About:** Conventional wisdom would have it that art imitates life...or perhaps that life imitates art. It is also conventional wisdom to say something like “Beauty is in the eye of the beholder.” But let us not be so conventional. Or, if you will, let us take conventional wisdom seriously and see where it gets us. Plato was so concerned about art and poetry (and its impact on our lives, our thinking, our knowledge, our understanding) that he proposed banning it from the republic. Art is too close to life. Marinetti had the modest proposal that we blow up all museums. Art is too separate from life. Duchamp saw a urinal he liked, signed it, called it something else, and exhibited it...as art. Art is...anything? John Cage composed a piece whereby the performer does nothing for four minutes and thirty-three seconds. Art is...nothing? Or...everything? (Cage also played music for amplified cactus.)

We might just throw up our hands and say, "Whatever...if it's all relative...who cares?" But philosophy calls for more. To think philosophically is to think an issue through so that you can explain to others (as well as to yourself) what strikes you as sensible about having those views as opposed to having other views. After all, anyone can say that a painting is beautiful or that one play is better than another, so we will be going deeper to discover what support, if any, such claims have. And come up with our own.

**About the Professor:** Dr. Szekely’s research and teaching interests focus on the philosophy of music, improvisation, and existentialism. He has published articles with curious titles like “Jazz Naked Fire Gesture,” “Schizo Zen,” “Progressive Listening,” and “Music of a Witch’s Line.” Also a practicing musician (percussion), Dr. Szekely has collaborated with a number of other musicians and groups contributing to the improvisational music scene in Philadelphia, as well as playing in the jazz/folk outfit Hawk Tubley & The Ozymandians. He was once described in a student feedback form as “a cross between jazz musician and evil genius,” a comment he has, to this day, neither embraced nor disavowed.

**THE ART OF ACTING** (Theater 0925.02)
**Days/Times:** Tuesday & Thursday, 12:30pm to 1:50pm
**Professor:** Anne Cammarato
**CRN:** 19973
About: In Honors Art of Acting, we will explore the fundamentals of performance, including improvisation, use of imagination, physicality, vocalization and text analysis. You will take risks, discover new things about yourself, and be able to identify strong acting skills in others. Most of all, you will have a great time!

About the Professor: Anne Marie Cammarato is a director, playwright, and teacher with a passion for getting people engaged in theatre as an artform. Her classes are full of energy, deep dives into creativity and great fun.

THE ART OF ACTING (Theater 0925.03)
Days/Times: Monday & Wednesday, 9:30am to 10:50am
Professor: Julie Czarnecki
CRN: 32057

THE CREATIVE SPIRIT (Theater 0907.01)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 12:30 – 1:50 PM
Professor: Douglas Wager
CRN: 42360

About: Creativity is not just for artists. Creativity is vital to everything we do in every area of life, whether we are making art or making work or making dinner; making relationships, making families or making community; making discoveries or making a difference. In this course we will investigate Creativity in the arts from the inside-out, looking closely at the creative process of the artist and the work of making art as our paradigm, based upon current creativity research and theory drawn from the twin fields of cognitive and positive psychology. We will go out and experience art from a wide variety of disciplines in Philadelphia, talk to artists about making work, define and discuss creativity and the creative process, practice making creative artistic work ourselves, and explore the broader application of creativity in our daily lives.

About the Professor: Douglas Wager currently serves as the associate dean for the School of Theater, Film and Media Arts. He is best known nationally for his work as a professional theater director, having spent over three decades in the field prior to joining the Theater faculty in 2004. Mr. Wager is the former Artistic Director of the renowned Arena Stage in Washington, DC, where he served for 25 seasons as both resident director and producer. He also worked extensively in episodic television for several years, including serving as principle director for the AMC Network original series, THE LOT. Most recently, he directed Sondheim Pulitzer Prize-winning musical, SUNDAY IN THE PARK WITH GEORGE, and ROMEO AND JULIET. He has also served as both Theater Chair and Artistic Director for the department.

HUMAN BEHAVIOR GEN EDS

LANGUAGE IN SOCIETY (Anthropology 0915.01)
Days/Times: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 2pm to 2:50pm
Professor: Michael Hesson
CRN: 22843

About: Language in Society is a course in two parts. The first part investigates the properties of language—which parts are universal, which are culturally and historically specific, how language is structured, how it is that we all have a "native" language when we don't really remember learning it, and related issues. The second part embeds language in culture and society, to examine issues like how language forms a key aspect of identity, how language structures thought, how writing developed, and the problem of language endangerment. Students who complete Language in Society will thus have a deeper appreciation for how languages are structured and for the importance of language in social life.

About the Professor: Michael Hesson is an Associate Professor of Linguistic and Cultural Anthropology. A graduate of the University of Chicago and the University of Pennsylvania, he works with Yucatec Maya speakers a few hours from Cancun, Mexico. His current research investigates a range of topics—everything from how electronically mediated communication, like texts and emails, are changing Maya ideas about what constitutes a "proper" display of strong emotions, such as happiness or sadness, to the effect of language structure on cognition. When he isn't on campus or in the Yucatan, he can generally be found at home in South Philly, brewing beer.
LANGUAGE IN SOCIETY (Education 0915.02)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 2pm to 3:20pm
Professor: Kenneth Schaefer
CRN: 25133

About: How did language come about? How many languages are there in the world? How do people co-exist in countries where there are two or more languages? How do babies develop language? Should all immigrants take a language test when applying for citizenship? Should English become an official language of the United States? In this course we will address these and many other questions, taking linguistic facts as a point of departure and considering their implications for our society. Through discussions and hands-on projects, students will learn how to collect, analyze, and interpret language data and how to make informed decisions about language and education policies as voters and community members.

About the Professor: Dr. Schaefer has been teaching at Temple a long time (arriving just as Russell H. Conwell was drafting "Acres of Diamonds"!). He has been getting good reviews from Honors students for almost as long.

GUERILLA ALTRUISM: A MINI-MANUAL OF SUBVERSIVE ACTIVISM (Architecture 0935.01)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 3:30pm to 4:50pm
Professor: Lea Oxenhandler
CRN: 25428

About: As a student you are now a citizen of Philadelphia, and a future college graduate. This allows you to bring new perspectives to your career path and to become an actively contributing member of your community. Guerilla Altruism is a multidisciplinary seminar and design workshop that will explore a wide range of issues within the realms of urban planning, art, politics, policy, equity, financing, real estate, and design. By understanding and recognizing the "lay of the land," students will be empowered with new tools to become engaged and altruistic citizens. The goal of the course is to open a conversation and challenge your preconceptions, giving you a new means with which to approach your relationship to your surroundings. Throughout the semester, students will be observe, discuss, understand and research the complexities that contribute to the societal inequities in our society and in our city. You will leave this course feeling better armed to positively impact our world.

About the Professor: Lea Oxenhandler is a licensed architect and LEED-accredited professional currently working as an architect and non-profit real estate developer. As the Architect and Design Manager at People’s Emergency Center Community Development Corporation and Enterprise Rose Architectural Fellow, Lea’s work in affordable housing, community development, and neighborhood engagement supports strategic investments along Lancaster Avenue in West Philadelphia, including the revitalization of historic anchor properties.

Lea serves on the Board of Directors of the Center City Residents’ Association and the Community Design Collaborative. She holds a Master of Architecture from the University of Pennsylvania School of Design and a Bachelor of Arts in Architecture with a minor in Anthropology from Washington University in St. Louis. She has lived in Philadelphia for almost 10 years with her husband and two adorable dogs in a rowhome built in 1850. Her favorite activities include traveling often, cooking, gardening, political podcasts, rescue dogs and antique markets.

CRIMINAL BEHAVIOR (Criminal Justice 0912.01)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 2pm to 3:20pm
Professor: Jennifer Wood
CRN: 37943

About: News of crime and insecurity is all around us. A day does not go by without a newspaper article, television show or movie depicting some form of criminal behavior. Unfortunately, what we learn about crime in popular culture is often sensational, superficial and narrowly focused on criminal justice system responses (cops, courts, prisons). This course teaches students to think about criminal behavior in a range of different ways that draw from a variety of disciplines (e.g. biology, psychology, sociology, public health and geography). It helps students develop a broad and eclectic perspective on the "causes" of crime and the various measures that can be taken to reduce criminal harm. It also teaches students the value of strong theories and strong pieces of evidence in developing crime
prevention policies and practices. A range of current issues in criminal behavior are addressed, such as gun violence, the opioid epidemic, property crime and cybercrime. Through different types of course activities, including fieldwork on campus, students develop the skills to think critically and creatively about the problem of crime and what to do about it.

About the Professor: I am a Professor in the Department of Criminal Justice. I was born and raised in northern Ontario, Canada and having been working at Temple for 10 years. I have also lived in Australia. I love working with students to wear different “lenses” in understanding social problems and to challenge ourselves to push the boundaries of our thinking to solve complex problems. I work a great deal with police departments, but have a much broader interest in issues of crime, governance and public health.

TWEENS AND TEENS (Education 0919.02)
Days/Times: Monday, 5:30pm to 8pm
Professor: Seth Finck
CRN: 24751

About: Exuberance, risk-taking, experimentation. Peer pressure, parental pressure, sex, drugs and alcohol. This Honors class on human development takes a close look at one of the most confusing, exciting, and critical phases of development, the pre-teen and teen years. Students will learn theoretical frameworks for interpreting their own experience and that of their peers. They will view media representations of adolescence and draw conclusions about how the media influence adolescents. Students will conduct original research on a teen issue and draw their own conclusions about whether identity is innate or a product of our environments.

About the Professor: Seth is just a cool guy that likes to have fun.

ANCIENT WAR GAMES: SPORT AND SPECTACLE IN GREECE AND ROME (Greek and Roman Classics 0929.01)
Days/Times: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 2pm – 2:50pm
Professor: Michael McGlin
CRN: 40284

About: This course will investigate the war games of ancient Greece and Rome. We begin in the Greek world with Homer’s description of funeral games during the Trojan War and continue towards the formalization of a circuit of athletic festivals, starting with the Olympic games. We then move on to Rome and investigate its war games of gladiatorial combat, staged animal hunts, and public executions. This course traces the development and evolution of these war games, the venues in which they were performed, and the social function the athletes and these games served in their respective societies. Special topics we discuss are the training and dietary regimens of ancient athletes, medical treatment for athletes, cheating and doping scandals (by no means a modern phenomenon!), and the economics of and financing for these games. In this class, we will learn about those who strove to achieve victory, glory, and immortality through athletic excellence in the ancient world.

About the Professor: Michael McGlin is an Assistant Professor (Instructional) in the Department of Greek and Roman Classics at Temple. A graduate of the College of the Holy Cross, he completed his Ph.D. at SUNY Buffalo in 2019. He traveled extensively throughout Greece as a Regular Member of the American School of Classical Studies at Athens. His research investigates the relationship between religion and economy in ancient Greece and focuses particularly on this relationship as preserved in Greek inscriptions. He is an avid scuba diver and was fortunate to combine Classics and diving by gaining fieldwork experience in the Institute of Nautical Archaeology’s excavation of a late Hellenistic shipwreck off Kizilburun, Turkey and by also diving on a sunken Roman villa in Baia, Italy. He once caught an octopus in the act of stealing his excavation equipment.

WORKINGS OF THE MIND (Psychology 0916.01)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 11am to 12:20pm
Professor: Kareem Johnson
CRN: 31303

About: Workings of the Mind is a combination of philosophy, psychology, and neuroscience. A major focus of the course is to explore historical and modern understandings of how our minds are created by physical brains. Topics include distinction between consciousness and unconsciousness, sleeping and dreaming, and how human behavior can be influenced by things that are not consciously aware of.
About the Professor: Kareem Johnson is an Associate Professor of Psychology at Temple University. His main interests are in Social, Cognitive, and Evolutionary Psychology. He is known for his energy and enthusiasm while teaching. Dr. Johnson was named Honors Professor of the Year in 2016.

EATING CULTURES (Spanish 0937.01)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 12:30pm to 1:50pm
Professor: Norma Corrales-Martin
CRN: 25772

About: Do you think you know all about food? Well, prepare to be surprised. In this class we will read articles, analyze songs, and watch movies related to food and society, food and gender, and food and race. We will discuss the food industry in the USA. We will talk about eating cultures of Latin America and Spain and organize banquets to taste their food. We will also visit food establishments in our neighborhood to understand the flow of food in our community. Join us!

About the Professor: Dr. Norma Corrales-Martin got her Master’s degree in Hispanic Linguistics from prestigious Instituto Caro & Cuervo in Bogotá. She has a Ph.D. from Ohio University. She has developed Gramática Viva (Live Grammar) a grammar centered on the verb. She is originally from Colombia, a country where people learn to dance before they learn to walk. She loves music, dancing and singing, art and culture, and she is also a poet.

RACE & DIVERSITY GEN EDs

RACE, IDENTITY, & EXPERIENCE IN AMERICAN ART (Tyler School of Art 0905.01)
Days/Times: Monday & Wednesday, 9am to 10:20am
Professor: Adam Lovitz
CRN: 19921

About: How is diversity and identity defined and explored through art, and how do these investigations mirror the society they are found within? In the struggle to understand the relation between self and other, artists have critically engaged with the images that define our common sense of belonging - images that saturate the public sphere via mass media, advertising, textbooks, museums, and popular culture. The artists we explore in this class each make from their own sort of logic, rooted in their unique personal narratives, cultural conditioning, and their relationship to the place and times in which they live. Using the vast landscape of the American identity and the American experience- art movements such as Afrofuturism, the Chicano mural movement, Native American art, Queer art, Feminist art movements (just to name a few!)- this class will chart racial, ethnic and gendered experiences in American art during the 20th century and their subsequent importance on the work of contemporary artists. Taking advantage of the Philadelphia art scene, field trips to local museums and cultural institutions will highlight readings and discussions held in class. Visiting artists from the area will come to class and share insight into their work so that we may relate local contemporary practice to our class materials. The ultimate goal of the course is to find ways of adequately imagining and imaging an American identity today.

About the Professor: Adam Lovitz lives and works in Philadelphia as an artist and educator. His paintings are embodiments of terrestrial relic licked with city ruminations, considering both the collective and unique nature between the dust on Earth and that of a planet not yet explored. Receiving his Masters from Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts in 2012, he views Philadelphia as a vibrant resource for creative endeavor. While mostly painting cosmic and cultural meanderings with acrylic paints and found minerals out of his South Philly home, he also finds significance in collaborative art experiences, such as a month long mud painting in a North Philly gallery, to the building of a large ice wall in the center of Philly, containing items that we may find on our city streets. Lovitz reflects on the process of making art to the involvement of viewing it.

RACE, IDENTITY, & EXPERIENCE IN AMERICAN ART (Tyler School of Art 0905.02)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 11am to 12:30pm
Professor: Amy Haavik-Mackinnon
CRN: 24592

About: Taking the decades of the 1960s and 1970s as a kind of crucible of civic activism and identity politics, this course charts representations of racial, ethnic and gendered experiences in American art during these decades and their subsequent importance on the work of contemporary artists. In the struggle to understand the relation between self and other, artists have critically engaged with the images that define our common sense of belonging - images that saturate the public sphere via mass media, advertising,
This engagement ranges from a rejection of stereotypes to their appropriation, from the discovery of alternative histories to the rewriting of dominant narratives, from concepts of difference to theories of diversity. Throughout the semester we will consider specific case studies such as the Black Arts Movement, Black Power, Black Lives Matter, Feminist Art, Artist as Worker, The Chicano Mural Movement, The American Indian Movement, Gay Liberation, and Anti-Vietnam activism as inspirations generative of American cultural production and American identity.

About the Professor:

THE HISTORY & SIGNIFICANCE OF RACE IN AMERICA (Sociology 0929.01)
Days/Times: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 12pm to 12:50pm
Professor: Michelle Byng
CRN: 32560
About: The History and Significance of Race in America is designed to provide students with an introductory and broad understanding of the historic and contemporary importance of race and racism in the American experience. With this in mind, the general goals of the course are to:

- Investigate the various forms that race and racism have taken across the history of the United States;
- Understand the relationships between power, justice, and race difference;
- Explore what it means for individuals and institutions to exist in a multi-racial, multi-cultural society;
- Recognize the ways in which race intersects with other achieved and ascribed group identities, especially ethnicity and economic status; and
- Discuss race matters in relation to American popular culture and the varying experiences of different race communities.

This will be accomplished by simultaneously weaving together the histories and experiences of communities to develop an integrated understanding how race identities inform equality and inequality in American society. The course will address what equality means in the United States and the different perspectives that influence policies directed at achieving equality.

About the Professor: I taught my first “race class” as a graduate student at the University of Virginia. At that point I recognized what has continued to be my central goals in teaching young adults about the role that race in American society: 1) race/ethnic communities have different experiences as Americans, 2) differences in community-based experiences inform social inequalities and 3) our societal principles about equality and opportunity are more complex than most Americans realize.

IMMIGRATION & THE AMERICAN DREAM (Spanish 0931.01)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 2pm to 3:20pm
Professor: Nicole Nathan
CRN: 26271
About: While immigration is a hot-topic issue for political debate, in the midst of this heated rhetoric, immigrants themselves are often dehumanized and their voices become obscured. This course redirects the focus of immigration away from the political to a more personal look at the immigrant experience as expressed through the immigrants’ own voices in literature and other media. Taking a historical and sociological framework, we’ll draw comparisons between present-day and historical immigration stories, paying particular attention to the role of race in the pursuit of the American dream. In keeping with the theme of the course, there will also be opportunities for civic engagement with immigrant groups in Philadelphia to listen to their voices directly. (This class is taught in English.)

About the Professor: Nicole Nathan is an Instructor in the Department of Spanish and Portuguese. Originally from Indiana, she received her BA from Hanover College and is currently a doctoral candidate in the Department of Anthropology here at Temple, where she received her MA in Anthropology. Her research, which took place in the Dominican Republic, examines how cross-cultural encounters during religious tourism transform participants’ worldviews, including how they conceive of race, poverty, and agency.

REPRESENTING RACE (Anthropology 0934.01)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 8am to 9:20am
About: In 1978, Supreme Court Justice Harry Blackmun wrote that “In order to get beyond racism, we must first take account of race.” What did he mean, and how might we understand Justice Blackmun’s argument in an early 21st century America often characterized as “post-racial”? To answer this question, we turn to the history of race and science, to law and policy, and to lived experiences of racial difference and racial inequality. A set of short writing assignments will encourage students to consider current events and representations of race in popular culture in light of our course discussions.

About the Professor: Prof. Roy is an anthropologist currently in his fourth year at Temple. In addition to teaching a variety of courses such as Representing Race, Race & Poverty in the Americas, and Anthropology and Culture Change, he is currently serving as the interim director of Temple’s Anthropology Laboratory. He received a B.A. from the University of Vermont and a Ph.D. from Princeton University, and is currently completing a book and a set of articles based on over a decade of research among the Abenaki, an indigenous people whose traditional territory encompasses portions of Quebec, New York, Vermont, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, and Maine.

REPRESENTING RACE (English 0934.01)
Days/Times: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 11am to 11:50am
Professor: Robert Rabiee
CRN: 26662

About: U.S. literary, visual, and musical cultures have taken up race as a central theme for centuries now. In this class, we’ll take a deep dive into a variety of experiences of race in the Western Hemisphere, from the era of chattel slavery and colonization through to our own multicultural moment. We’ll look at it all, from literary classics by Harriet Jacobs, Mark Twain, Herman Melville, and Nella Larsen to contemporary works by Louise Erdrich, Jhumpa Lahiri, and Yaa Gyasi. We’ll also look at music, movies, and TV shows, including “Silicon Valley,” “Get Out,” “The Exiles,” and music by Kendrick Lamar, Janelle Monae, and many others. We’ll do our best to avoid cliched thinking about race and identity, focusing instead on a historically-grounded, philosophically- and scientifically-influenced survey of how Americans have imagined themselves in relation to each other – and themselves.

About the Professor: Dr. Rabiee is an Assistant Professor in the Intellectual Heritage Program. His primary area of study is nineteenth-century US literature and politics. His first book, ‘Medieval America: Feudalism and Liberalism in NineteenthCentury US Culture,’ is currently under contract. He really loves records, his family, and his dog.

REPRESENTING RACE (English 0934.02)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 12:30pm to 1:50pm
Professor: Adam DePaul
CRN: 31618

About: What does it mean to identify or be identified as “Native American?” In this course, we will explore historical, legal, linguistic, and philosophical approaches to answering this question. We will begin by juxtaposing early 20th century “blood quantum” methodology with the idea of subjective self-identification. We will then examine the complexities of both approaches by analyzing a combination of mythology, literature, film, articles, and, to bring us into the most current conversations, YouTube videos and the comments they inspire. We will not endeavor to provide an answer to this question; rather, we will examine the implications of various positions on contemporary social policy and practice—most notably regarding the topics of immigration and appropriation.

About the Professor: Adam DePaul teaches English at Temple University. He is a council-member of the Lenape Nation of Pennsylvania and a curator of the Lenape Cultural Center in Easton PA. His primary research area is Cultural and Mythological studies, wherein he specializes in Lenape mythology and language. Much of his time off-campus is spent commuting to campus in one of his old Chryslers (Rocksteady or Bebop), apologizing to his dog Odin for the felony of temporary abandonment, or kayaking with his wife Becky.

RACE & ETHNICITY AMERICAN CINEMA (Film & Media Arts 0943.01)
Days/Times: Wednesdays, 5:30pm to 8pm
Professor: Byron Karabatsos
CRN: 25727
About: This class examines the ways movies have shaped our understandings of race, class and gender in America. The films that we watch in class and the readings about those films will be illuminating and thought provoking. Class projects and discussions will give you new ways to think about representation and visual storytelling. I want to give you a framework to think about these things so that you'll continue learning long after the semester is over.

About the Professor: I make and love watching films that provoke a new way of seeing the world. And so, this class allows me to teach a subject about which I’m passionate. I am grateful for this opportunity. It’s with feeling that I approach every class.

GLOBAL / WORLD SOCIETY GEN ED S

WORLD SOCIETY IN LITERATURE & FILM (Spanish 0968.01)
Days/Times: Tuesday, 5:30pm to 8pm
Professor: Adam Shellhorse
CRN: 26273

About: This course endeavors to think about the problem of revolution, media, affect, the arts, and literature in Hispanism, Latin Americanism, and beyond. In our readings of major Latin American and Portuguese speaking writers, we will examine what is literature from the perspective of culture, and the concrete functions that have been historically assigned to it that is, literature’s intimate relation to revolution in all its diverse forms, and particularly, its uneven relation to modernity, race, gender, culture, the subaltern poor, and the nation-state. Over the course of the semester we will explore a wide array of aesthetic artifacts, including literary texts and films in translation, from Juan José Saer to Alejandra Pizarnik, Roberto Bolaño, and José Saramago.

About the Professor: Adam Shellhorse is Associate Professor of Spanish, Portuguese, and Global Studies (Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley), where he serves as the advisor of the Portuguese and Brazilian Studies Program. His hobbies mirror his passion for teaching languages and other cultures: traveling internationally, especially to Brazil, Argentina, and Chile, speaking Spanish, Portuguese, and French, reading widely, watching movies, and spending quality time with friends and family in the city. Prof. Shellhorse’s research examines modern and contemporary Latin American literature and poetics, with particular emphasis on comparative Inter-American studies. He is the author of Anti-Literature: The Politics and Limits of Representation in Modern Brazil and Argentina (University of Pittsburgh Press, Illuminations, Cultural Formations of the Americas, 2017)—which is currently being translated into Portuguese by Editora Perspectiva and into Spanish by Santiago Arcos Editor.

IMAGINARY CITIES (Film & Media Arts 0969.03)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 8am to 9:20am
Professor: Josette Todaro
CRN: 22457

About: This course takes students to cities around the world, and across time, examining how national cinemas have richly depicted and interpreted urban life during the last hundred years. We will study both screen images as well as the structures that produce them and the audiences that view them. The urban focus of the course is international, including Tokyo, London and Rome, but the "home" setting is Philadelphia itself. (This is an Honors course.)

NOTE: This course fulfills the World Society (GG) requirement for students under GenEd and International Studies (IS) for students under Core. Students cannot receive credit for this course if they have successfully completed FMA 0869.

About the Professor: Josette Todaro is a producer, director and multi-media artist who often integrates her two interests: live performance and moving image. Josette holds an M.F.A. from Temple University in Film and Media Arts, an M.A. in Theatre from Villanova University and a B.A. in English and Philosophy from Muhlenberg College. Her first narrative film Arise and Go Now is an exploration of improvisational techniques on set. Another film, A Turning Point, a documentary with performative elements that parallels the history of an all girls’ farm school with the socio-political climate of the last 100 years is in post-production. Before her graduate studies, Josette was a professional stage director and producer in Philadelphia.
BIONIC HUMAN (Bioengineering 0944.01)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 2pm to 3:20pm
Professor: Peter Lelkes
CRN: 38461

About: Soon we may be able to grow replacement organs in a dish. Is that a good thing? Who will have access to them? What if these organs rely on animals – is that ethical? We are getting better and better at making prosthetic limbs, but they lack good interfaces to our nervous system. How do our sense organs transduce signals from the outside world? How does a muscle turn spikes into action? Can we patch into neural circuits to understand how these systems work, make truly “bionic” limbs, and help people with neurological disease? Honors Bionic Human will explore broad questions about health care and biotechnological innovation, the scientific method and evidence based decisions, and then specifically look at neuroprosthetic interfaces as an exciting case study.

About the Professor: Ruth suggests: Ask him about music, especially about the violin!

THE ENVIRONMENT (Environmental Engineering Tech 0945.02)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 2pm to 3:20pm
Professor: Evelyn Waters
CRN: 22006

About: In today's world characterized by rapid and global environmental changes, it is crucial that citizens have an understanding of the key concepts in environmental science. This course provides students with an introduction to the science behind critical environmental debates and breaks down the requirements for creating and maintaining sustainable ecosystems. A major focus of the course is to develop critical thinking skills and apply them to assess relevant questions such as: How do we predict trends in the growth of populations or climate change? How do human activities impact the nitrogen and phosphorus cycles and how does this in turn affect the environment? How can we quantify and value biodiversity? Should we eat lower on the food chain or are genetically modified crops a sustainable solution? What were the key outcomes of the 2015 U.N. Climate Change Conference in Paris and how will various countries carry out their commitments to protect the environment? This course will enhance awareness of the impacts that our everyday decisions have on the environment and will provide students with strategies to become better environmental stewards.

About the Professor:
Four cool facts about Eve:

• Played professional basketball overseas
• Ph.D. completed in Munich
• Cycling enthusiast
• Taught this course in Honors many times

DATA SCIENCE: A RESCUE STRATEGY FOR SURVIVING DATA (Management Information Systems 0955.01)
Days/Times: Monday & Wednesday, 10am – 11:20am
Professor: Laurel Miller
CRN: 41569

About: We are all drowning in data, and so is your future employer. Data pours in from sources as diverse as social media, customer loyalty programs, weather stations, smartphones, and credit card purchases. How can you make sense of it all? Those that can turn raw data into insight will be tomorrow’s decision-makers; those that can solve problems and communicate using data will be tomorrow’s leaders. This course will teach you how to harness the power of data by mastering the ways it is stored, organized, and analyzed to enable better decisions. You will get hands-on experience by solving problems using a variety of powerful, computer-based data tools virtually every organization uses. You will also learn to make more impactful and persuasive presentations by learning the key principles of presenting data visually.
About the Professor: Laurel Miller is Assistant Professor of Practice in the Department of Management Information Systems (MIS) at the Fox School of Business, Temple University, and Director, Institute for Business and Information Technology (IBIT).

Laurel is also one of the managers of the Temple Community Platform. As part of this project, she played a major role in creating and implementing a professional development program for the MIS department. This system is now patent pending!

As Director of IBIT, Laurel manages industry engagement including a corporate membership program, Fox IT advisory board, Fox IT awards, executive-in-residence, Fox IT Symposium Series, Fox IT career fair, IBIT Scholarships, and corporate training. She is the Managing Editor for The IBIT Report, a white paper style report based on academic research. Laurel co-founded IBIT after it was restructured in 2004 and has raised more than $2 million in funding.

U.S. SOCIETY GEN EDS

DISSENT IN AMERICA (History 0949.02)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 3:30pm to 4:50pm
Professor: David Milsin
CRN: 41816

About: The history of the United States is the story of individuals and groups who have rejected established ideas, practices, and institutions. This course examines how the American tradition of dissent has shaped the nation’s politics and culture. Beginning with challenges to the religious conformity of Puritan New England and ending with the Women’s March and other contemporary protests, we’ll explore topics including rural populism, antiwar and anti-imperialist campaigns, and movements demanding greater equality for all citizens. Along the way, we’ll reflect on larger questions about the nature of dissent: why have some historical periods inspired protest when others seem to have bred conformity? What accounts for the success of some critiques of the status quo as others fail? Can effective protest develop at the grassroots level, or does it need a prominent leader to succeed?

About the Professor: Though many of you know me from IH courses, my academic background is as a U.S. historian who studies the intersection of religious liberalism and progressive politics in the 19th and 20th centuries. I’m currently writing a book about liberal religion in small-town America, which is very much a history of people who have dissented from popular belief. When I’m not teaching or in the archives digging up anecdotes of small-town life, I follow politics the way most people follow sports, am an avid runner, and have the awesome job of being the parent of a super-cute two-year-old (who might make an occasional appearance in class).

LAW & AMERICAN SOCIETY (Legal Studies 0956.01)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 3:30pm to 4:50pm
Professor: Terry Halbert
CRN: 4010

About: Have your parents been telling you to be a lawyer because you love to argue? Do you love to watch L.A. Law, or imagine being on How to Get Away with Murder? Are you a fan (or critic) of RBG? This course will take you into the world of the U.S. legal system by way of mock trials. You’ll play a part, perhaps the intruder who breaks into a house, falls and sues the homeowner (what?!). You might be the intruder, her lawyer, a witness—you’ll see what it’s like to be on the stand or in the jury. Plenty of chances to practice before anything counts. Along the way you’ll read cases, write legal and policy analyses, and do legal research. You may even find out if your parents were right. For now, just know that no experience is necessary, not high school mock trial or debate club—just an interest in the subject.

About the Professor: Terry Halbert is a professor in the Fox School of Business. She went to law school after majoring in art history and English, and after living in Scotland for 7 years. In her un-copious spare time she has been making audio stories about her long ago life in Glasgow.

WHY CARE ABOUT COLLEGE? (Educational Administration 0955.01)
Days/Times: Tuesday, 5:30pm to 8pm
Professor: Brad Pearson
CRN: 28348

About: You have decided to go to college. But why? What role will college and in particular Temple University play in your life? Reflect on this important question by looking at the relationship between higher education and American society. What do colleges and universities contribute to our lives? They are, of course, places for teaching and learning. They are also research centers, sports and entertainment venues, sources of community pride and profit, major employers, settings for coming-of-age rituals, and institutions that create lifetime identities and loyalties. Learn how higher education is shaped by the larger society and how, in turn, it has shaped that society. Become better prepared for the world in which you have chosen to live for the next few years.

About the Professor: Brad Pearson is the assistant director of the Honors Program with a background in history, counseling psychology, music journalism and Japanese. He recently started thinking about taking up archery—it just looks cool, right? His aim in this course is for students to walk away with: a solid understanding of where higher education started in America and how it has evolved to its current shape/form, why it matters to broader American society in myriad ways, and what the student experience in American higher education has been along the way. Even if students just look at the phrase "butter rebellion" in a new light, he'll feel accomplished.

QUANTITATIVE LITERACY GEN EDs

QUANTITATIVE METHODS IN SOCIAL SCIENCES (Sociology 0925.01)
Days/Times: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 1pm to 1:50pm
Professor: Michael Altimore
CRN: 30094

About: This course will introduce students to quantitative methods in social statistics. We will encounter both descriptive and inferential statistics. Among the topics we will cover will be measures of central tendency, the normal curve, probability, frequency distributions, correlation and regression. As this is a course in Social Statistics, we will, in addition to our quantitative concerns, discuss the use of statistics and statistical reasoning in the popular media. Upon completion of the course, students will be able to master basic statistical concepts and techniques, and also to critically examine and evaluate the use of these concepts in the mass media.

About the Professor: Dr. Michael Altimore has a Ph.D. in Sociology from the University of Iowa. He has taught courses on Race, Social Theory, Statistics, and The Sociology of Science and Medicine at Temple University. In addition to his work in Sociology, he has an abiding interest in movies: he has taught courses on film, was a long-time member of the Bijou Theater Film Society in Iowa City, was a movie critic for The Daily Iowan when he was in graduate school and later wrote for an arts and entertainment weekly in Iowa City.

DIGITAL MAPPING: FROM MERCATOR TO MASHUPS (Geography and Urban Studies 0921.01)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 3:30pm – 4:50pm
Professor: Bradley Gardener
CRN: 40200

About: Ever wondered about how your phone knows where you are? Do you simultaneously rely on your phone for directions, (and lots of other things!!!) but have concerns about who is capturing your data and how they are using it?

In Digital Mapping we will explore this tension, on one hand taking on perspectives of data analysis and web analytics, and on the other, making timely critiques of the location services based world we live in.

What ties this course together is maps and spatial data. In Digital Mapping you can expect to express yourself creatively in weekly labs and a project in which you will acquire, map, and tell a compelling story about a range of interesting datasets.

As an added bonus you will acquire skills that will be useful in a wide range of careers. We will explore several spatial data analysis and visualization packages including ARC GIS and Tableau and even web analytics applications like Google Analytics.

Finally, please do not feel intimidated if you are not an expert in math or statistics. This course is for all skill levels!
About the Professor: I teach in Geography and Urban Studies. I have been at Temple since 2013. In 2015, I completed a one-year teaching centered fellowship at Middlebury College.

My courses are a lot of fun. Engagement is my primary goal every semester. I am an experienced world traveler, a DJ, and a yoga instructor. I draw on wisdom gained from other experiences in my life to make our learning environment a true community.

I am a big fan of collaborative learning. I also believe that students should learn through doing. In my classes I minimize traditional lectures. Classroom time is better spent discussing your experiences with relevant course materials and assignments.

**HONORS MOSAIC I & MOSAIC II**

*Be on the lookout for professors’ names soon.*

**HONORS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE I: THE GOOD LIFE**

**HONORS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE I** (Intellectual Heritage 0951.01)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 9:30am to 10:50am  
Professor: Matthew Smetona  
CRN: 25851

**HONORS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE I** (Intellectual Heritage 0951.02)
Days/Times: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 10am to 10:50am  
Professor: Jordan Shapiro  
CRN: 4778

**HONORS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE I** (Intellectual Heritage 0951.03)
Days/Times: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 11am to 11:50am  
Professor: Marian Makens  
CRN: 4779

**HONORS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE I** (Intellectual Heritage 0951.04)
Days/Times: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 12pm to 12:50pm  
Professor: Robert Rabiee  
CRN: 34565

**HONORS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE I** (Intellectual Heritage 0951.05)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 11am to 12:20pm  
Professor: Natasha Rossi  
CRN: 25926

**HONORS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE I** (Intellectual Heritage 0951.06)
Days/Times: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 9am to 9:50am  
Professor: Justin Fugo  
CRN: 5308

**HONORS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE I** (Intellectual Heritage 0951.07)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 2pm to 3:20pm  
Professor: Douglas Greenfield  
CRN: 5931
HONORS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE I (Intellectual Heritage 0951.08)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 9:30am to 10:50am
Professor: Anna Peak
CRN: 26001

HONORS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE I (Intellectual Heritage 0951.10)
Days/Times: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 11am to 11:50am
Professor: Daniel Leonard
CRN: 23381

HONORS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE I (Intellectual Heritage 0951.11)
Days/Times: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 1pm to 1:50pm
Professor: Michael Szekely
CRN: 23397

HONORS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE I (Intellectual Heritage 0951.12)
Days/Times: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 2pm to 2:50pm
Professor: Michael Neff
CRN: 23472

HONORS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE I (Intellectual Heritage 0951.13)
Days/Times: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 10am to 10:50am
Professor: Stephen Jankiewicz
CRN: 23709

HONORS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE I (Intellectual Heritage 0951.14)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 12:30pm to 1:50pm
Professor: Sheryl Sawin
CRN: 28240

HONORS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE I (Intellectual Heritage 0951.15)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 9:30am to 10:50am
Professor: Naomi Taback
CRN: 28239

HONORS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE I (Intellectual Heritage 0951.16)
Days/Times: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 1pm to 1:50pm
Professor: Randall Pabich
CRN: 28331

HONORS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE I (Intellectual Heritage 0951.18)
Days/Times: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 2pm to 2:50pm
Professor: Joseph Foster
CRN: 31614

HONORS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE I (Intellectual Heritage 0951.19)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 2pm to 3:20pm
Professor: Naomi Taback
CRN: 31622

HONORS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE I (Intellectual Heritage 0951.20)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 12:30pm to 1:50pm
HONORS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE II: THE COMMON GOOD

HONORS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE II (Intellectual Heritage 0952.01)
Days/Times: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 9am to 9:50am
Professor: Christopher Roy
CRN: 4781

HONORS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE II (Intellectual Heritage 0952.02)
Days/Times: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 11am to 11:50am
Professor: Genevieve Amaral
CRN: 4782

HONORS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE II (Intellectual Heritage 0952.03)
Days/Times: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 11am to 11:50am
Professor: John Dern
CRN: 4783

HONORS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE II (Intellectual Heritage 0952.04)
Days/Times: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 2pm to 2:50pm
Professor: John Dern
CRN: 4784

HONORS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE II (Intellectual Heritage 0952.05)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 9:30am to 10:50am
Professor: Marcia Bailey
CRN: 4785

HONORS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE II (Intellectual Heritage 0952.06)
Days/Times: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 1pm to 1:50pm
Professor: Jordan Shapiro
CRN: 4786

HONORS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE II (Intellectual Heritage 0952.07)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 2pm to 3:20pm
Professor: David Mislin
CRN: 7778

HONORS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE II (Intellectual Heritage 0952.08)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 12:30pm to 1:50pm
Professor: Jessie Iwata
CRN: 6393

HONORS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE II (Intellectual Heritage 0952.09)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 9:30am to 10:50am
Professor: Elizabeth Pearson
CRN: 6610
HONORS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE II (Intellectual Heritage 0952.10)
Days/Times: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 12pm to 12:50pm
Professor: James DeLise
CRN: 6611

HONORS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE II (Intellectual Heritage 0952.11)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 9:30am to 10:50am
Professor: Sheryl Sawin
CRN: 6612

HONORS INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE II (Intellectual Heritage 0952.12)
Days/Times: Tuesday & Thursday, 12:30pm to 1:50pm
Professor: Michelle Pinto
CRN: 25389